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To Catch a Hummingbird : e © 
e 

How the Gemini Spacecraft cwill find its target v6 A i h 0 TUS) 
Suppose you had to capture alive one little hummingbird A 

fying a known course high over the Amazon jungle. 
Diflicult? Sure, but no more so than the job assigned to anew d @ 

radar system \Westinghouse is building for the e : : 
NASA-Gemini space program. 
Vhe bird isan Agena rocket, orbiting the earth at 17,500 miles 5 

per hour. Vhe hunter, in an intersecting orbit, is the 2 C 
Gemini two-man spacecraft being built by McDonnell Aircraft. . bs 

And so the hunt begins. Vhe spacecraft radar finds : 
5 ‘ 4 ° 

the target and starts an clectronic question-and-answer game, i: : ry @ 

A computer keeps score, giving the astronauts continuous 5 O s 

readings on angles and approach speeds until the vehicles are j 4 

joined. The hummingbird is caught. = re 
‘The Gemini experiments will be a prelude to the first 6 ¥ 

moon trip. And Westinghouse is already working on advanced . 
: oe } O 

radar systems for lunar landings and deep space missions, . 5 eo: 

You can be sure... if it’s Westinghouse. ‘ @ Bo m 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal ) ie ry 
opportunity employer, serite to 1.. 1. Noggle, Westinghouse i @ / : 3 
Educational Dept., Pittsburgh 21, Pa. 
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Instant portable power...any time, any place 

In this battery-sparked new world of portable convenience, hand tools are driven by their own re- 
chargeable batteries . . . toys perform their tricks by remote control... a hearing aid with its 
button-size power cell can be slipped into the ear . . . cordless radios and television sets are lively 
companions in the home or outdoors . . . missiles and satellites are guided through the vastness of 
space. >» Developments like these have brought more than 350 types of EvEREADY batteries into 
use today, 73 years after Union Carbide produced the first commercial dry cell. Ever-longer service 
life with power to spare is opening the way for portable power sources, such as the new alkaline, 
nickel cadmium, and silver batteries, to serve hundreds of new uses. » For the future, along with 
their research in batteries, the people of Union Carbide are working on new and unusual power 
systems, including fuel cells. And this is only one of the many fields in which they are meeting 
the growing needs of tomorrow’s world. 

grows TT 
5 AHAND IN THINGS TO COME CARBIDE H 

Loox for these other famous Union Carbide consumer products — 
LinbE Stars, PRESTONE anti-freeze and car care products, “6-12” Insect Repellent, DyNEL textile fibers. 

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.10017. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.
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_ <2 In Choosing a Career, 
oe ae 

Sag * yy Consider these 

Advantages— 

Location: Fisher is basically an ‘‘Engineering” 
company with 1,500 employees located in a 
pleasant midwest community of 22,000. 
It’s less than 10 minutes to the Fisher plant 
from any home in Marshalltown. 

/ Type of work: You'll become a member of 
an engineering team that has produced some 

of the outstanding developments in the field 
of automatic pressure and liquid level controls. 

~~ ere Growth: Fisher’s products are key elements — a 
: ‘ _ | in automation which assures the company’s ZC 

a growth because of the rapid expansion of ye 
_ \ automation in virtually every industry. ag 

.. . Advancement: Your opportunity is > 
™ unlimited. It is company policy to promote CU 

/ from within; and most Fisher department kN 
: heads are engineers. | a_i 

pO |) ik 
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a » If you want to begin your engineering career : eae 

4 with one of the nation’s foremost research and 
.. development departments in the control of 

M&. fluids, consult your placement office or write 
si" directly to Mr. John Mullen, Personnel Director, 

FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, Ia. 

If it flows through pipe 

anywhere in the world 

chances are it’s controlled by... 4 FISHER i 

Cea 
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Assignment: make our gasoline make engines run better 
while they're still on the drawing board 
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Engines of the future . . . engines of today. Low compression If you’re thinking about a career with a future, think 
engines . . . high compression engines. Air-cooled engines... about us. American Oil offers a wide range of new research 
water-cooled engines. Four, six and eight cylinder engines. opportunities for: Engineers—chemical, mechanical, and 
And all he has to do is figure out which gasolines we should _ metallurgical; Chemists—analytical, electrochemical, phys- 
produce to make them all happy. ical, and organic; Masters in Business Administration with 

One of the key scientists in American Oil’s Road Anti- an engineering (preferably chemical) or science background; 
knock Quality Program is Charles Karabell, 31, B.S., Mathematicians; Physicists. 

Chemical Engineering, PhD, Mechanical Engineering from For complete information about interesting careers 
Purdue University. To say that his job of establishing and in the Research and Development Department, write: 
predicting fuel characteristics for today’s and tomorrow’s J. H. Strange, American Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431, 
automobile engines is a challenge, is a vast understatement. Whiting, Indiana. 

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS SISTER COMPANY, AMOCO 
CHEMICALS CORPORATION, ARE ENGAGED IN SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS: Organic ions under electron impact/Radiation- 
induced reactions/Physiochemical nature of catalysts/Fuel cells/Novel separations by gas chromatography/Application of computers to complex 
technical problems/Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic acids /Combustion phenomena/Design and economics: new uses for present @® 
products, new products, new processes /Corrosion mechanisms/Development of new types of surface coatings. aia tin 

STANDARD OIL DIVISION AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 6) WS D 
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EDITORIAL STAFF 

Editor 

A y, l t t d ? Ronatp NEpER ce’64 
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Layout Editor 
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Article Editor 
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Photo Editors 
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on your InSEest y applying for the Dennis Veneaacn meee 

Gustus L. Larson Tuition Scholarship Award. 

In addition to easing the financal burden of k 

your senior year this award will help open the 

door to a rewarding and exciting career in any 
of the above fields. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

See your M.E./61 or M.E./62 instructor for uence. Sen, (lesion 

further details. All applications must be sub- H. J. Scuweske, Faculty Advisor 
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Are you interested in a career in management? 
The key words are ‘career’ and ‘“‘management.”” be given general plant training for a number of weeks; a 

The Bethlehem Loop Course is designed not to place a sales looper trains for a full year before he starts actual 

man in a job, but to start a man on a career. Although we selling. 

have a specific initial job assignment in mind for every Think it over. It should be abundantly clear that we 

man we recruit for the Loop Course, that assignment is have a big stake in our loopers. We do everything in our 

just the first step toward increasing levels of responsibility. power to assure that you make good progress—the rest 

The Bethlehem Loop Course is designed to train men for is up to you. 

management. We select men whom we feel have the po- If you are interested in a career in management with 

tential; we start them out with an intensive five weeks’ one of the nation’s largest and most dynamic industrial 

course that gives them a comprehensive knowledge of the concerns, we urge you to read our booklet, ‘Careers with 

Company’s operations; we follow this up with a training Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can get a 

program at the facility or within the department to which copy at your Placement Office, or by sending a postcard 

he is first assigned. A steel plant man, for instance, will to our Personnel Division, Bethlehem, Pa. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL a STEEL 

An equal opportunity employer — 
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FOR OUTSTANDING FACILITIES, DIVERSIFIED AEROSPACE SYSTEMS... .1/T'S 

lene Hamilton Standard 
~~ QO 2 United Aircraft's Hamilton Standard Division is in the 

ey ys midst of a major planned expansion program. In the 
ae heart of Connecticut, our million and a half square-foot 

K OF ae i te plant with its complex aerospace-product facilities pro- 
\ Ne “@ rk, at vides top-flight career potential. 

. i ENGINE CONTROL LABORATORIES—In this High-Temperature Labora- 
eo ot Ni tory, an advanced turbine pump can drive a fuel control 
Z i oe. in ambient temperatures up to 1,000°F. A 60-point 

Sb » data logger presents a typewritten display of product 
re  —_. u performance in terms of pressure, flow, speed and 
_y Mo temperature. The facility handles up to 60,000 pph of 

fuel at temperatures to 500°F. Other fuel control test 

ee ee ‘geen facilities simulate altitudes to 80,000 feet, refrigerate 
ee PO ee fuel to —70°F, control relative humidity from 20% to 

oo. Aol Lee 95%, subject hardware to salt water spray, sand and 
= a 2 er dust conditions, shock loading, and simulated vibration 

ee x ey | and ‘‘g”’ acceleration loading. 

eee r  g : PROPELLER TEST LABORATORIES—!In this Vibration Lab 
aes fp ; are motors capable of vibrating full-scale propellers 

- = © from 20 to 500 cycles per second. During full-scale 
. testing of advanced design integral gear box propellers, 

_—_ - _ - a special data acquisition facility automatically records 

: steady-state and transient performance data. 

Vos | LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS LABORATORIES—This new, highly ad- 
NV@ ae iF Bi vanced, man-rated space simulator will help develop 

reat te a Sed Project Apollo Moon Suit. Chamber is designed to 
( i Sa ay ——S attain a vacuum of 1 x 1078 torrin 10 hours when empty, 
N.- “afi sl i: Sa ok : | 5 x 10-5 torr in 144 hours with two astronauts in space 

ees I “| - 7 suits. Other problems under investigation: improved 

[ = =) Seed cryogenic storage systems for zero ‘‘g’’ applications, 

| = carbon dioxide removal and reduction, two-gas at- 
_ al mosphere pressure control systems, and rejection of 

metabolical equipment heat via space radiators. 

Other intensified Hamilton Standard 
programs are conducted in: See your placement officer for a campus interview, or write: 

® ground support equipment SUPERVISOR COLLEGE RELATIONS 

@ electronic control systems e ~ 
@ thrust vector controls Mm 
@ air inlet controls Ha I Iton DIVISION oF U Nn ited 
@ electron beam machines S A 1 
® physiological monitoring systems tanda rd I rc raft 

WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 
an equal opportunity employer 
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CANONS OF ETHICS FOR ENGINEERS 

In place of an editorial this month canons of ethics for engineers 

will be published in full 

FOREWORD 

Honesty, justice, and courtesy form a moral philosophy which, associated with mutual inter- 

est among men, constitutes the foundation of ethics. The engineer should recognize such a stand- 

ard not in passive observance, but as a set of dynamic principles guiding his conduct and way of 

life. It is his duty to practice his profession according to these Canons of Ethics. 

As the keystone of professional conduct is integrity, the engineer will discharge his duties 

with fidelity to the public, his employers, and clients, and with fairness and impartiality to all. It 

is his duty to interest himself in public welfare, and to be ready to apply his special knowledge 
for the benefits of mankind. He should uphold the honor and dignity of his profession and also 

avoid association with any enterprise of questionable character. In his dealings with fellow engi- 

neers he should be fair and tolerant. 

PROFESSIONAL LIFE courage the spreading of untrue, unfair, and ex- 
. an . ‘ . aggerated statements regarding engineering. 

Sec. |. The engineer will co-operate in ex- ; : . ; 
tending the effectiveness of the engineering SEC. 4. He will have due regard for the safety 
profession by interchanging information and al Se ane ine teh of the public and employees 
experience with other engineers and students W710 May ah affected by the work for which he 
and by contributing to the work of engineering 18 TeSPONSTDIC. 
societies, schools, and the scientific and engi- Sec. 5. He will express an opinion only when 
neering. press. it is founded on adequate knowledge and honest 

Sue. &. Hf di ot adwertice fi k conviction while he is serving as a witness be- 
Ec: § > Ww é srtise 5 rk ° C ene z 

pec, 2. He will not advertise his work or fore a court, commission, or other tribunal. 
merit in a self-laudatory manner, and he will ; . . . 
avoid all conduct or practice likely to discredit Sec. 6. He will not issue ex parte statements, 
or do injury to the dignity and honor of his criticisms, or arguments on matters connected 
profession, with public policy which are inspired or paid 

for by private interests, unless he indicates on 
whose behalf he is making the statement. 

RELATIONS WITH THE PUBLIC < - : oe 
Ce : F Sec. 7. He will refrain from expressing pub- 
Sue. 3. he engineer will endeavor to extend licly an opinion on an engineering subject unless | 

public knowlledge of engineering, and will dis- he is informed as to the facts relating thereto. 

s THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



RELATIONS WITH CLIENTS AND EMPLOYERS may compete with or affect the business of his 
Sec. 8. The engineer will act in professional client or employer. He will not allow an inter- 

matters for each client or employer as a faithful St any business to affect his decision regard- Agét OF Wudten: ing engineering work for which he is employed, 
; or which he may be called upon to perform. Sec. 9. He will act with fairness and justice 

between his client or employer and the contrac- 
tor when dealing with contracts. RELATIONS WITH ENGINEERS 

Src. 10. He will make his status clear to his Sxc. 19. The engineer will endeavor to pro- 
client or employer before undertaking an en- tect the engineering profession collectively and 
gagement if he may be called upon to decide individually from misrepresentation and mis- 
on the use of inventions, apparatus, or any other understanding. 
thing in which he may have a financial interest. Sec. 20. He will take care that credit for engi- 

Src. 11. He will guard against conditions that neering work is given to those to whom credit 
are dangerous or threatening to life, limb, or is properly due. 
property on work for which he is responsible, Sec. 21. He will uphold the principle of ap- 
or if he is not responsible, will promptly call propriate and adequate compensation for those 
such conditions to the attention of those who are engaged in engineering work, including those 
responsible. in subordinate capacities, as being in the public 

Sec. 12. He will present clearly the conse- interest and maintaining the standards of the 
quences to be expected from deviations pro-  protession. 
posed if his engineering judgment is overruled Sec. 22. He will endeavor to provide oppor- 
by nontechnical authority in cases where he is tunity for the professional development and 
responsible for the technical adequacy of engi- advancement of engineers in his employ. 

neering work. Sec. 23. He will not directly or indirectly 
Sec. 13. He will engage, or advise his client injure the professional reputation, prospects, or 

or employer to engage, and he will co-operate practice of another engineer. However, if he 
with, other experts and specialists whenever the — considers that an engineer is guilty of unethical, 
client's or employer's interests are best served jllegal, or unfair practice, he will present the 
by such service. information to the proper authority for action. 

Src. 14. He will disclose no information con- Sec. 24. He will exercise due restraint in 
cerning the business affairs or technical proc- criticizing another engineer's work in public, 
esses of clients or employers without their recognizing the fact that the engineering socie- 
consent. ties and the engineering press provide the 

Sec. 15. He will not accept compensation, Proper forum for technical discussions and 
financial or otherwise, from more than one in- Criticism. 
terested party for the same service, or for serv- Sec. 25. He will not try to supplant another 
ices pertaining to the same work, without the engineer in a particular employment after be- 
consent of all interested parties. coming aware that definite steps have been 

Sec. 16. He will not accept commissions or taken toward the other’s employment. 
allowances, directly or indirectly, from contrac- Sec. 26. He will not compete with another 
tors or other parties dealing with his client or engineer on the basis of charges for work by 
employer in connection with work for which he underbidding, through reducing his normal 
is responsible. fees after having been informed of the charges 

Sec. 17. He will not be financially interested _2amed by the other. 
in the bids as or of a contractor on competitive Sec. 27. He will not use the advantages of a 
work for which he is employed as an engineer salaried position to compete unfairly with 
unless he has the consent of his client or another engineer. 
employer. Sec. 28. He will not become associated in 

Sec. 18. He will promptly disclose to his client responsibility for work with engineers who do 
or employer any interest in a business which not conform to ethical practices. 
DECEMBER, 1963 9



The Flight Syst 

By James K. Lawton 

Jim Lawton is a senior majoring in entomology. His article is the 

result of his own original research. The cover illustration and the 

illustrations in the article were drawn by the author. After graduation 
he plans to work in the field of biological control of insects. 

HE following paper will be depressed at middle of each side; accommodate the flight mecha- 
| devoted entirely to the mech- disk coarsely and deeply punc- nism. There it was found that much 

anism of flight of Phyllophaga tate, punctures irregularly and fusion of the individual sclerites 
rugosa. The majority of the article moderately closely placed, me- found in simpler insects had oc- 
will cover the complete morpho- dian line raised. Elytra more curred, and this scleritization was 
logical system behind its flight and finely and densely punctate than much thicker. This body wall is a 
a brief section covering the factors pronotum, somewhat finely ru- part of the insect’s skeletal system 

of flight itself. gose near suture, sides and apex (the external skeleton) which ac- 
smoother; costae of disk moder- commodates the strong internal 

External Morphology ately distinct. Metasternum with muscle attachments. In my estima- 
First of all, the external morpho- rather dense, long hairs. Male tion this body wall development is 

logical characteristics need men- with last abdominal sternite tri- much needed for the species be- 

tioning before we go into the body angularly emarginate at apex and cause the insect’s body is especially 

cavity. The cover shows the lateral with a broad transverse, oval im- heavy, and as will be mentioned 

and dorsal view of the species. The pression medially; next to last later only one pair of wings do the 

length of the species is about 22 truncate medially at apex, with actual work needed to carry that 
mm and its general form is oblong, an arcuate ridge each side fol- weight. And this greater scleritiza- 

slightly dilated posteriorly. A lowed by a flattened area.” tion gives its muscle attachment 

rather well description of the in- a : Keon . even greater strength. However, 
sect was presented in A Manual of The thoracic region is the sitecof the body wall is divided by sutures 

Common Beetles of Eastern North all the flight organs. This includes to allow some movement and flexi- 

America by Dillon and Dillon and the external and internal skeleton, _pility. If the body wall were weak 
is quoted as follows: the direct and indirect musculature and the individual sclerites were 

system which operate the wings, separated by membranous tissue as 
“Oblong, rather robust, | and the wings themselves which is found in simpler insects, one can 

broader posteriorly; reddish are the lateral folds of the tergal already see that the whole flying 

brown to piceous, shining. margins, And it was found that in mechanism would be much less ef- 
Clypeus acutely, rather deeply the June beetle, this whole system ficient and not as strong. 

emarginate anteriorly; margin had been greatly modified through 
scarcely reflexed anteriorly; sur- the evolutionary trend from that of The Prothorax 

face densely and rather coarsely the primitive or the generalized The prothorax is very small in 
punctuate, the front more insect. comparison with the other meta- 
coarsely so. Pronotum widest at meres in the thorax. This metamere 
middle; sides obtusely angulate, The General Thorax has very little with flight; its 
distinctly narrowed at base, more Looking directly at the thoracic main function is to accommodate 
obliquely narrowed in front; region, the whole body wall is the fore pair of walking legs and 
basal margin broadly, shallowly greatly and heavily scleritised to to house the digestive organs. It 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Plate 2 - Cross Section of 
Thorax soy Development 

of Internal Skeleton 

lies directly behind the head and and the muscles themselves are few edge that only one pair of wings 
just anterior to the mesothorax. and small. Hence the cavity in this can originate from only one meta- 
The attachment of this metamere metamere is very small in compari- mere tells us differently and the 
to the pterothorax (the two wing son with the metathorax. You sight of the internal structure 
bearing metameres or the meso might even say that its more im- proves it beyond a doubt. This 
and metathorax) is very weak and portant function is to control its fused condition allows for a 
loosely connected; much unlike the _ pair of walking legs. stronger skeletal structure upon 
rest of the thorax which is highly which much stress is applied dur- 
fused together. This also confirms The Metathorax ing flight. 

the theory that the prothorax does However, in the metathorax, this 5 ‘ 
not have any real function in flight. metamere is the largest of the Whe oe ae ie oe ue 
Tn fact, in my dissections, the pro- pterothorax and even in the whole thee ioe o of the harden od nee " 
thorax could be easily pulled off thoracic region. It is the posterior © covering ° we “eh va ae the 
from the pterothorax. It is almost region of the pterothorax and lies on ee ‘ i e oa as ‘ol 

like a completely different body re- directly behind the mesothorax and orathi . "hes woe the expose 
gion; so unlike the rest of the anterior to the abdomen. The main PY°torax Hes anterior to it. 
thorax. flight mechanism centers in this re- The Internal Skeletal System 

h h gion for the only pair of membra- : 
The Mesothorax nous wings originate from it. Be- Upon dissection of the thoracic 

The mesothorax is the region of cause of this, the body cavity region and with the clearing away 
the thorax lying between the pro- needed to house all the large flight of the entire muscle system, you 
thorax and the metathorax. This is muscles is very large. The whole immediately expose the internal 
the fore metamere of the fused region is very complex in develop- _ skeletal system. In this particular 
pterothorax. It accommodates the ment, especially with its internal insect this internal development has 
fore pair of wings. Because this skeletal system, which will be dis- been highly evolved and is very 
pair of wings are entirely scleri- eussed below. complex. It is known that the in- 
tised, it has little to do in aiding ternal skeletal system allows for Ss ry 
flight. Further discussion on this The one thing to remember is more muscle attachment and 
pair of wings will take place later, that the meso and metathorax are greater strength. And because this 
but the important fact is that be- greatly fused together making it insect needs all the strength it can 
cause of this non-flight function its appear as though the two regions get to allow the pair of wings to 
primary muscle attachment is small were as one. Of course, the knowl- carry its heavy body, the internal 
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Plate G ~ Bases of Fore and 
Hind Wings 

(Dorsol View) 

skeleton is large and heavily ridges which help stiffen the body ridge is very small—being aided by 

built up. wall. The dorsal infoldings occupy the heavy development in the 

The forces exerted by the flight practically the whole dorsal region tergal area. This sternal apophysis 

muscles are considerable. There- of the body extending down as far is the sternal infolding forming a 

fore, this elaborate system is as the pleural region. In the pleural furca. It acts like a bridge connect- 

needed to avoid wasting energy in region it is interesting to note that ing with the pleural ridge via con- 

the buckling of the thoracic walls this region is stiffened against com- nective fibers. But again this aids 

caused by the muscle action. pression in a dorso-ventral direc- in strengthening the whole body 

The internal skeleton is produced tion by the scleritised fold which wall. By looking at Plate 2 one can 

by interal folding of the body wall. forces the pleural wing process see within the dorsal region that its 

Plate 2 shows this in some detail. laterad by outward tergal move- internal skeletal system is highly 

The dorsal wall shows the most ment during the downstroke; being modified into an inter-network of 

development with less at the resisted by the brace composed of _ scleritised arms. The primary func- 
pleural and sternal regions. First, the pleural ridge, the sternal tion of this will be seen later. 

there are the large sclertised ante- apophysis, and an associated 

rior and posterior phragmas (pre- muscle. The pleural ridge hence The Wing Articulation 

phragma and postphragma ) needed acts to support the body wall and Before going directly into the 
for considerable muscle attach- as a pivot or fulcrum upon which musculature system, the wing artic- 

ment. See plate 4. Then there are the wing pivots. I might add here ulations must first be looked into. 
the dorsal and pleural infoldings or that in this species, the pleural This articulation system is set up 
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in a very complex fashion so as to that these five sets of muscles are the metamere. Its attachment is 
allow the wing to move with directly concerned with flight. dorsally at the anterior portion of 
greater freedom. As will be dis- There are many other muscles the terga and ventrally on the 
cussed later, the wing goes into a found in the body cavity which in- _ basisternum before the coxae. 
varied set of paths. This path in- fluence flight but to a very slight These muscles are antagonists of 
cludes a horizontal as well as a degree. Probably most of the seg- the longitudinal dorsals which ele- 
vertical one; therefore the wing mental and intersegmental muscles vate the wings upon the pleural 

must be protracted and retracted found in the entire thorax have ridge. These muscles are greatly 
as well as elevated and depressed. such a bearing. But these are so assisted by the elasticity of the 
Also, the angle of the wing stroke small and have so small a function terga as the wings are just entering 
and the relative wind is variable so that I will not discuss them. the upstroke as I mentioned 
that there must be movements of earlier. 
pronation and supination to rotate The Dorsal Flight Muscles 
the wing about its long axis. First looking at the dorsal Muscles Directly Involved 

The wing is joined to the body muscles: These are the longitudinal in Flight 
at the junction of both the tergum dorsal muscles of the back attach- Looking at the direct muscles 
and pleuron, and a system of artic- ing to the large anterior and poste- used in flight, the axillary muscle 
ulation is found at both. First of rior phragmas. Usually the dorsal attaches directly to the wing base 
all there are the anterior and poste- muscles are differentiated into the and arises from the lower region of 
rior notal wing processes which “median longitudinal muscles” and _ the pleural ridge. There is only one 
are “sculptured” out of the tergal the “lateral oblique muscles” but axillary muscle found on each wing 
margin. Between these lies the all that are found in the meta- in the metathorax, and this muscle 
membranous emargination and thorax are the median longitudi- is very small and highly specialized 
within this membrane lies intri- nal muscles. These took up prac- over that which is found in the 
cately shaped tergal sclerites at the tically half of the body cavity general insect. Because the wing : 
base of the wing, each associated longitudinally. has only one axillary muscle, the 
with a principal vein. This whole .. attachment at the wing base is di- 
system is clearly illustrated in It was surprising to me that I rectly on the third axillary. The 
Plate 3. , did on nae aed really he hese. muscle is very fibrous at this at- 

Ventrally, as | mentioned above thorax. But ‘tt iB “casil seen that tachment, However, unlike the 

the wing rests or pivots upon the the’ ; Would aot ‘ba nesien as in general insect, Kis: diay Satie 

pleural ridge similar to the “ball the, metathorax, since the | meso- conmargesysimalar to That af scons, 
and socket joint” in its action. This thorax wings have no bearin, x in don to @ long filamentous tough 
support lies laterad of the tergal fli st es neve = “ligament like strand. which.soon 
articulations. The wing also has a 8 attached to the small pleural 

ventral connection with the basalar These muscles serve as wing de- ssa a acacia a = ridge 
region anteriorly and the subalar — Pressors, since by their contraction, howd od mr h vy oeeure a 
plate posteriorly. This whole artic- the wing bearing terga is arched are to detac h ence giving much 
ulation system serves as important upward deflecting the wings on the Sreater strength. 
muscle attachments and plays an pleural ridge causing them to move This muscle is the so-called 
important role in the function of downward. Hence, as I mentioned flexor muscle which primarily aids 
flight as will be explained later. earlier, the terga and internal de- _ jn folding the wing over its back to 

velopment of the skeleton have to the resting position. Its contraction 
The Major Flight Muscles be strong for extra support during revolves the third axillary dorsally 

Having now looked at the ex- this process. After the wings have and inward on the proximal wing 
ternal and internal skeletal system | Completed the downstroke, the articulations and thus turns the 
used for support and muscle at- strength and flexibility of the dorsal alar area of the wing posteriorly. It 
tachment, we will now discuss the Wall assists greatly in forcing the was also noted in other literature 
musculature system itself. The wings into the upward stroke upon that by slightly shifting this axil- 
muscle system used in flight con- relaxation of the dorsal muscles. lary region, these muscles can alter 
sists of five sets of major muscles. The stress upon the terga when it the direction of flight. 
These are as follows: the dorsal is arched upward is great. So as ‘ ax sa thig 
muscles, tergosternal or dorsoven- soon as the dorsal muscles relax the Jn te mesothorax, ee a 
tral muscles, the axillary or flexor dorsal wall “snaps” back into nor- metamere contams ti “i © yr . 
muscles, the basalar muscles, and mal position causing the wings to found no axillary muscles. There 
the subalar muscles. Plates 4, 5, immediately rise. Plate 7 shows were, however, two distinct 
and 6 show these very well. this process very well. muscles on each wing to give + 

s moveability. But because there is 
The tergosternal and dorsal wing The terosternal muscles are no axillary region or other major 

muscles are usually referred to as again only found in the metathorax sclerites for muscle attachment as 
“indirect wing muscles” while the and not in the mesothorax for the in the metathorax, it is difficult to 
remaining muscles, the axillary, same reason as was stated in the homologise these muscles with that 
basalar, and subalar muscles are above. These muscles lie to the of the metawing. There will be 
called “direct wing muscles”. It sides of the median longitudinal further discussion of these muscles 
must be remembered, however, dorsals and in the anterior part of later. 
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Plate 5- 
lateral View of 

Metathorax showing 
the “Direct” Fig ht 

Muscles 

The next and largest of the terior to the coxal region. The the wing is pulled forward and 
“direct flight muscles” are the muscle attachment at the wing downward. This muscle is very 
basalar muscles. There is only one base is again very specialized over large, being needed to cut the wing 
basalar muscle found at each meta- the general insect. The muscle is down in the power stroke with aid 
wing. Its anterior dorsal attach- inserted into a heavily scleritised of the longitudinal muscles. 
ment is at the basalar plate of the but flexible pedicel like base which The third and final direct muscle 
episternum, just at and below the has a tendonous connection with found in the metathorax is the 
anterior part of the wing base, the anterior axillary region of the subalar muscle. Anteriorly and 
while the posterior ventral attach- wing. Hence, with the contraction dorsally this muscle joins to the 
ment is at the sternal wall just an- of the basalar muscle, the costa of subalar, a region of scleritization 
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Plate 10 Tracheation of +e Wings of a 
Cerambycid Pupa ( Comstock) 

that lies in a membranous area — = : 
above the epimeron and below the Muscle | 
posterior part of the wing, while Group | Location Principal Function in Flight 
its posterior ventral attachment is | : — 
on the meron of the coxa. This 1 | Dorsal | Depression 
muscle is smaller than the basalar 2 | Basalar | Depression, Protraction, Pronation 

sere otTys waiitlece : 3 Subalar | Depression, Spination, Retraction but larger than the axillary. Like 4 | Dorsoventral (Tergosternal ) Elevation 
the basalar muscle, its attachment 5 | Axillary Flexion (retraction), Plication, 
at the wing base is a modified | Minor adjustments of the wing 
pedicel like joint with a tendinous pe 
attachment at the subalar. This : — 
subalar plate is directly associated ; In the mesothorax, as I men- serve as muscle attachments, while 
with: the -venival extensions: of the tioned earlier, the muscles are con- the center joint acts as a pivot or 
second axillary sclerite. The con- siderably different. This metamere fulcrum upon which the elytra 
GAStion: OF this: muscle depresses lacks both the longitudinal dorsals pivots or rotates. The larger of the 
the vannal area of the wing and and the tergosternal or dorsoven- two muscles attach dorsally to the 
aids in spination toward the close tral muscles. They also do not have joint lying closest to the “costa” 
of the downstroke. the basalar, subalar, or axillary region of the wing. Its ventral at- 

muscles in the true sense of the tachment is unknown but it is sus- 
The following table, showing the word, but do have two sets of pected that it attaches to the 

functions of the five major groups muscles which may be modifica- meron of the coxa. One reason for 
of flight muscles, was redrawn tions of the direct muscle system my belief in this attachment lies in 
from a text titled, Insect Physiology found in the metathorax. the fact that because the meso- 
by Beard, Bodenstein, etc. on “The . thorax is very small, the whole 
Mechanisms of Wing Movement”. The Mesowing or Elytra sternal region is occupied by the 
This gives you a quick look at the The elytra is joined to the body coxal area, hence, the sternal at- 
many wing movements the five ma- wall by three scleritised joints or tachment would seem improbable. 
jor muscles do. protubances. The two outer joints However, fresh specimens may dis- 
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prove this. The contraction of this dorsal attachment at the third joint elytra muscle. Of course it aids in 
muscle lifts the elytra up off its towards the posterior “vannal” area stabilizing the wing during flight as 
back, and with aid of the other of the wing, while its ventral inser- was mentioned before. See Plate 6 

elytra muscle, it holds the wing in tion is at the meron of the coxa. for the muscles and their attach- 

an upward stable position while The contraction of this muscle ments. These are the only two con- 
the insect is in flight. See Plate 8. pulls the elytra down over its back spicuous flight muscles that were 

The smaller elytra muscle has its with the relaxation of the first noticeable in the mesothorax. 
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The Wing the last abdominal metamere ex- cate transverse folding system, the 

The wings of Phyllophaga rugosa posed from the dorsal view. See normal wing veination has under- 
are highly specialized and are very Plate 1. The posterior pair of wings gone great modification: See 
unique in their structure and on the metathorax are membranous Plates 8 and 9. It was found in lit- 
function. and serve in the flying mechanism erature that through ontogenetic 

This insect has four wings. The of the insect. methods, one can homologise and 

anterior pair or mesothoracic wings Wi Veinati name the veins by looking at pupal 
are hardened or scleritised and are ng veination Wns. 
called elytra. They have no definite Because the wings have gone It was found, for example, in the 
function in flight but merely serve through great evolutionary modifi- coccinellid beetle, Hippodamia 13- 

to protect the delicate membranous cations, the wing-veination of both punctata, that previous to their 
metathoracic wings during rest. pairs are difficult to study. In the emergence from the larval wing- 
While the insect is at rest, these elytra, because in the loss of flight pockets, there was no difference 
wings cover most of the insect and being scleritised, the veins are between fore and hind wings. But 
from the mesothorax down over the considerably reduced. In the meta- after this, the fore wings thick- 
abdomen, leaving just a portion of thoracic wings, because of an intri- ened with hypodermal cells on the 
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dorsal side, while the hind wings flight, his beating wings set up air ments and, hence, do not aid in 
grew thinner and expanded in area. currents and, hence, produces dif- steering. The wings, then, are the 
And the tracheation in both of ferent air pressures. The conver- sole factor in flight direction. He 
these wings in the first stage were gence of the air currents behind found that insects turn by a differ- 
very closely matched. the insect sets up air with greater ential action of the wings while 

It was also found that a reduc- pressure in that area. Then the they are vibrating in flight. In other 
tion in the anal area of the elytra lower pressure above counteracts words, one wing merely beats at a 
resulted mainly because in the the weight of the insect, and it faster rate than the other, causing 
adult the two elytra lie in a straight moves forward into a low-pressure —_a_ turn. The direct muscles of the 
line down the dorsum of the back, area by the push from behind by basalar and subalar are solely con- 
and the back does not admit of an the higher pressure. cerned in this, since the indirect 
expanded anal area. Plate 10 shows The beetle’s wings are held at a longitudinal and tergosternal 
an example of this type of trachea- quite horizontal position and beat muscles cannot control individual 
tion during the pupal stage (re- at a very low pace, hence, his wings because they are not at- 
drawn from The Wings of Insects, flight is very slow. His body is very tached directly to them. It was also 
by J. H. Comstock). heavy, so with his slow wing move- found as mentioned earlier that if 

. ments, the flight is a very sloppy the axillary region were shifted, 
Insect Flight one. the axillary muscle was another 

To fly, the insect must be able to | . . contributing factor to a minor de- 
create a difference in the density, Wing Steering Mechanism gree in shifting direction. 
or pressure, of the air on opposite Studies made by Stellwaag Plate 7 shows relative move- 
sides of itself. Motion takes place (1916) found that in the steering ments of the wing of a generalized 
toward the region of lowered pres- mechanism of the insect, the body insect which also pertains to the 
sure. So when the insect takes and legs show very little move- (Continued on page 32) 
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John LaCost received his B.S.E.E. from the University production lines and microwave systems. He is also 
of Illinois in 1962. One of the factors which influenced = aware of the continued opportunity for advanced study 
him to join Western Electric was the quick manner in through the company-paid Tuition Refund Plan, as 
which new engineers become operational. well as through company training centers. 

During the short time John has been with us, he How do you see your future? If you have high per- 
has worked in several areas which are vital to the — sonal standards and the qualifications we are looking 
nation’s communications complex. And with his future for, we should talk. Opportunities for fast-moving 
development in mind, John attended one of our Grad- careers exist now, not only for electrical, mechanical 
uate Engineer Training Centers where he studied the —_and industrial engineers, but also for physical science, 
front-line Electronic Switching System. He is current- liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed 
ly working as a systems equipment engineer on such information, get your copy of the Western Electric 
projects as crossbar switching and line link pulsing. Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement 

John’s future at Western Electric looks promising Officer. Or write: Western Electric Company, Room 
indeed. He knows he will be working with revolutionary 6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure 

and advanced engineering concepts .like electronic to arrange for a personal interview when the Bell Sys- 
switching, thin film circuitry, computer-controlled — tem recruiting team visits your campus. 

= 
Western Elechric vanuracturine AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities + Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. + Engineering Research 
Center, Princeton, New Jersey + Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois, Little Rock, Arkansas + General headauarters. 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York 
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F YOU have ever tried to break locomotive shed outside of Paris stresses are nil while tension and 
an egg by exerting a compres- which employed a large span thin compression are dominant. Com- 
sive force along its longitudinal shell for a roof, that thin shell bining this with the fact that thin 

axis, you know that it is very diffi- structures have become an_ac- shell membranes transfer their 
cult to crush it, despite the fact cepted method of construction. weight in the form of thrust to 
that the shell is very thin and weak This article presents a survey of their end supports, thin shells are 
in bending. thin shell structure practices today, able to span long distances without 

Since the time of the Roman em- and their impact on the construc- having to resort to the frequent use 
pire men have tried to duplicate tion industry. of intermediate floor columns for 
ature’s fee aking a thin she s t, as is case wi di- nature's feat by making a thin shell BASIC DESCRIPTION OF SHELLS support, as is the case with ordi 

that could cover a very large span . nary beams which exert dead 
while employing a minimum General Definition weight perpendicular to them- 
amount of intermediate support. It A thin shell is a structure that is selves. Because the shell membrane 
was not until about 30 years ago, used in roof construction employ- is so thin, it requires less material 

at which time a Frenchman built a ing the concept that all bending than conventional roofs and _ is 
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therefore more economical in this ie 0. ak respect. The designs which are pos- ee — sible in this type of roof lend an — al a al 
aesthetic value to the building also. a. » i yr pc ae 
Types and Purposes of Shells ; ‘ aD @ 
One of the more common forms ee : a ! » Saee” 

of shells is the one of double curva- pe —— oo ‘6 en an 
ture, known more commonly as the me Je a. yo. ee ae 
hyperbolic paraboloid. This shell . ————e eee ecict Aa can be used in many situations and Above is an example of a hyperbolic paraboloid. 
is well suited for the construction 
of such buildings as factories and . _ en ron 
office buildings which require oe. : ier es ley Sor 
large span roofs. << 2 aes wae 

Cylindrical forms are the most a - ‘ ae PES : common type of shell and gener- es , 
ally are used where spans are not as q 4 so demanding. Barrel vaults are a a 6 ee ; / common type of cylindrical shell oe se : | a 
and lend themselves very well in ene aici . . the making of a large composite Sections of a sphere and two cylinders form the roof pictured above. 
roof of several cylinders. This 5 . 5 ; ‘ method has been employed quite a beam can be solved for sepa- method of approximation is the 
frequently for schools and_ office rately since as a rule only one com- simplest to use. this equation has 
buildings. bination predominates. If an analy- combined the thickness (t), di- 

a: . sis of the stiffness of the joints is mensions (x, v), radius of curva- 
Another type of thin shell is the needed, the bending stresses which shell of revolution or dome. T he result can be treated as secondary 

dome is exceptionally well suited SSKRES My, r 
for spanning such buildings as 1 cone . x 4 a : In thin shell membranes how- gymnasiums which demand a high . eo . - TZ tg a enti’ Ss ever, these primary and secondary roof, but a minimum number of in- sorisidevatione are longer. se > Ny termediate spaced columns. considerations are no longer sep 

: arable due to the shape of the \ 
A last form of thin shell is the shell. To get around this problem, 

folded-plate which is well adapted approximate methods of analysis Ny _t 
to a cantilever type roof such as are used. Although these methods t can be used over a grandstand or do not wholly resemble those used R 7 FE 
loading dock. This type is some- in the conventional design of \ Ni 
what different in shape as com- beams, the linear theory of elastic- / / pared to the ordinary curved shell, ity is still employed. Plastic theo- ( 23) Pw tor =O 
but still employs thin membranes. ries of analysis have been used in Z) Se AE, ~ 

some cases, but are still not suffi- . 
THE DESIGN OF SHELLS ciently developed to always ensure . _ Fig. 1. . Formula for Schorer method The actual engineering design of a safe, reliable solution. of approximation. a thin shell is perhaps the most dif- At present there are numerous 

ficult stage since ordinary design approximate methods of analysis ture (R) and displacement (w) practices very seldom apply. A very that have been successfully used in into one compact, linear differen- careful analysis of the proposed designing thin shells. There are tial equation of the eighth order in structure must be made in order to practically no empirical formulas which w is the sole dependent vari- ensure its safety; and this is why it as for conventional structures how- able and can be directly calculated. is so important for the civil engi- ever, due to the highly complex Even though this equation is 
neer and architect to work closely nature of thin shells which dis- greatly simplified, it is still difficult together when designing one of courages the construction of an ac- to solve and there has been an in- these structures. curate scale model of a proposed creasing trend towards the pro- 

shell in order to check on theoreti- graming of these solutions on 
Theoretical Analysis of Strength cal stress calculations. high speed digital computers. and Stiffness For this reason thin shells must There still remains much to be 

As mentioned above, thin shell always be overdesigned since very done along this line however. membranes cannot be treated like little actual working stress knowl- 
ordinary beams which have dis- edge has so far been attained. Stress Analysis of Shells 
tinctly separable phases of design. Of all of the approximate meth- Just as in conventional stress Primary stresses of compression or ods of analysis presently available analysis of beams, etc., thin shells bending moment and shear across to the engineer, the Schorer can be classified as either statically 
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determinate or statically indeter- aa TE SSS et 

minate structures. Generally they ow a a ee a 

are of the latter type however. , : ; ee ee : 

Statically. Determinate Shells. Riis cr — eee. fee 

There two basic problems which , = ee & “ 

must be solved in a statically deter- ™, - ee ee : ee / 

minate shell. These are solutions of | a Ce "4 | 

the membrane stresses themselves 7 4. / = — : . 

and of the edge beams which sup- a a Ese al : 

port the shells. Once the membrane : oe s — 

stresses have been determined, ——— sai den et : 4 : BAe 

statical equilibrium can be ar- oe a , i c 

ranged at the edges of the shell House roof consists of ribbed steel-deck membrane, stiffened 

and the desired displacements to with channel edge-rib. 

ensure equilibrium can be found. 

Membrane stresses can most but a different method of analysis closely together in the conception 

conveniently be solved for by using jg needed to solve for the edge and design of the shell, it is equally 

a version of the Hardy Cross eam reactions since there are too important to have complete argree- 

method of solution. What this many unknowns to solve for with ment between the civil engineer 

method does is to solve for four the conventional Hardy Cross and contractor in the actual con- 

sets of shears (one set for each method of solution. struction of the structure. Materials 

component displacement) acting The flexibile coefficient method of construction, reinforcement and 

on the membrane, and the same is probably the most adaptable formwork are some of the basic 

number acting on the edge beam to the solution of a statically in- considerations to be agreed upon. 

to cause unit displacements in each determinate shell structure. After 

of the component directions. Upon enough elastic equations (e.g. the Matertals: Used 

adding these various components, Schorer equation) have been de- 

we can determine which forces veloped, the calculation of the in- At present the most commonly 

must be applied to effect unit dis- tegration constants remains the used material of construction is 

placement of the composite shell only problem. Basically what the concrete which can be poured into 

and beam. We can then determine flexible coefficient method entails almost any shape, thick or thin, de- 

the displacements which result is the removal of edge beam reac- pendent only upon the number of 

from the application of the un- Hous, and the building up of a reinforcing bars used. However, 

known edge forces and arrange for number of deflection equations concrete has the one disadvantage 

equilibrium. equal to the number of unknowns of being a very heavy material, 

Z at each section along the edge weighing around 150#/ft*, which 

X Ny t5My beam. These equations are then usually means the use of extra 

Nay toMy Se Nyx solved to ensure equilibrium at strong ssUPpOFuNg: columns, For 

each section and eventually of the this reason such materials as ply- 

v q entire shell. Ordinarily the deflec- wood, which has been used m 

ys 2K yx ao: tion at any reaction must be zero structures varying from folded 

KE | My ‘iy 7 Nex +S Nex and this simplifies the solutions oes to Same wast plain steel 
Z somewhat. deck membranes, to make folded 

\ Loadings Encountered. Just as pluton; Tightazage sigel GEA. heed 
50 - Bs ‘ ane: JUSS has been used for hyperbolic- 

in any engineering structure, the — jaraboloid roofs and ceramic 
Fig. 2. reactions must be designed so that shells, which can span up to 300 

Hardy cross method of solution. the anticipated loadings can be feet are becoming increasingly 

supported. Snow, wind and dead competitive as construction mate- 

Since the solution of the block of loads ane usually the maim consid- rials. No doubt we will see more of 

16 numbers required for unit inter- erahons many roof StrLckone, their use in the future. 
. ; : ah However, in the design of a thin 

action of the shell and beam is a shell it has been sh that dee & 

tedious process, matrices can be the t as ee oF See hell ne © Reinforcing of Membranes 

conveniently applied which pro- _ geen grenies on are al. ; 
vide a self-checking solution to the PEANES: ie 3 ee dist a” There are two basic methods of 

problem. Also, matrices have been ee pepe ©: he ‘sa a pre-stressing concrete shells, pre- 

shown capable of cutting down the — *¢ ee Bich ot ak a the esigns tensioning and post-tensioning, 

computation time required from 24 ane sone Swale) mass. then espe- both of which are used in conven- 

hours to 16 hours. cially well adapted to_ buildings tional beam design as well. 
where large internal pressures are 

Statically Indeterminate Shells. built up such as in airplane fac- Pre-tensioning is the name given 

The solution on indeterminate tories, etc. to ordinary reinforcing procedures 

shells is somewhat analogous to the where pre-arranged steel wires are 

solution of determinate shells as CONSTRUCTION OF SHELLS cast right into the concrete as it 

discussed above. The solution of Just as it is very necessary for 

the membrane stresses is identical, the architect and engineer to work (Continued on page 32) 
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@ Assignment: design a car for tomorrow... 
e 

that could be built today! 
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Result: Allegro, an experiment in advanced automotive ideas 

that are practical for the near future 

Allegro means “brisk and lively,’ which certainly foot pedals, permits use of a fixed seat design for 
describes Ford Motor Company's new dream car, low overall height. 
a handsome fastback coupe. More than that, Allegro Basically a two-seater in present form, Allegro has 
has unique functional features that could be adapted rear floor space that could be converted to carry 
for future production cars. (This has already occurred two additional passengers. The car could be powered 
in the case of retractable seat belts!) by either a V-4 made by Ford of Germany or by the 

A major innovation is a cantilever-arm steering domestic 144- or 170-cubic-inch Sixes. 
wheel with an electronic ‘memory.’ The steering Allegro is one of a series of Ford-built dream cars 
wheel is mounted on an arm that extends from a which will be shown at the New York World's Fair 
center-mounted column. The wheel swings upward to test consumer reaction to styling and mechani- 
for easy exit, returns automatically to its former cal innovations. This will help determine which of 
Position at the touch of a button. Power adjustment their forward-looking features are destined for the 
enables it to be moved three inches fore and aft and American Road—as further examples of Ford Motor 
five inches vertically. This, plus power-adjustable Company's leadership in styling and engineering. 

MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS 
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Ult d It 

Industrial Applicati 

By Thomas L. Hopkins 

Sey ULTRASONIC WAVES transverse waves, where the oscil- 
ie ee Ultrasonic waves can be propa- latory motions of the particle in 

eee - gated in any elastic body: liquids, the medium proceed in a direction 
oe 2 solids, and gases. The form of the perpendicular to the direction of 

* - Se Fl wave, generally longitudinal or ta ae Thus, ty solid 

ee i a transverse, depends on the elastic body, both longitudinal and trans- 
ee tele | properties of the medium. In verse waves can be propagated. In 

‘ x ng oa gases and liquids, sound waves a purely wanes wave, COMPTEes- 
al may be of only the longitudinal sion and rarefaction of the medium 

“@ type. In a solid body both longi- do not occur. 
aa tudinal and transverse waves can THE PROPAGATION OF 

be propagated. ULTRASONICS 

Tom is a senior in mechanical in the propagation of a longi- There are three basic means of 

engineering at the University of tudinal — m 2) mediprn there propagating ultrasonic sound 
Wisconsin and is interested in BESS SUGESSSIVS TEOIOUS of compres- waves. They are piezoelectric, mag- 
process engineering. Some of his sion and expansion Thus, for ex- netostriction, and mechanical. They 
activities include the student chap- amples for a standing wave, at are all different in nature and their 
ters of the ASME and the SAE. points having maximum amplitude, frequency limits vary. 

i.e., at antinodes, we will have a 

region of compression and, corre- PIEZOELECTRIC 
spondingly, at the nodes there will 
be rarefaction. For a_ traveling The brothers Curie discovered in 

ULTRASONIC SOUND wave the nodes and antinodes al- the year 1880 that many crystals, 
ternate at any point in space. The which lack a center of symmetry 

HE term “ultrasonics” is used fact that sound waves in liquids and are subject to pressure or ten- 
Ti: acoustics to denote the and gases are longitudinal is due sion, develop electric charges on 

range of frequencies which to the existence of only one elastic definite crystal surfaces. This phe- 
are beyond the limits of hearing of modulus for these media. In the nomenon was named the Piezo- 
the human ear. This range of fre- deformation of close compression electric effect (Piezo taken from 
quencies goes from 20,000. cycles the elastic forces behave like nor- the Greek word Piézen which 
per second (cps), and upward mal pressures, and the motions means to press or squeeze). The 
(frequencies as low as 10,000 eps elicited by them proceed in a di- reverse of this effect may take 

are called ultrasonic, but loosely rection perpendicular to the front place, (e.g., an electric charge may 
so). The upper limits of the fre- of the traveling sound wave, i.e., be applied to the crystal causing a 
quencies of ultrasonic oscillations in the direction of propagation. In change in its physical dimensions ). 
are bounded by the most recently solids, which have a form elasticity, Upon such excitation, a properly 
obtained frequencies of 10° to 10" along with the normal stresses of cut crystal, when employed as a 
cps, and are consequently, adja- volume deformations, there also transducer, will produce an ultra- 
cent to the hypersonic range, which arise tangential shear stresses. The sonic wave with a frequency corre- 
extends up to the frequencies of deformations associated with them sponding to that of the applied 
the order of 10" cps. are propagated in the form of voltage. 
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The crystal itself may be made The frequencies produced by the with a frequency equal to that of of common table salt (NaCl) but quartz crystal depend upon how the vibration. A reversal of this ef- from every point of view—dura- the crystal is cut and the actual fect is also possible. If an electric bility, economy, ease of manufac- dimensions of the crystal. It is also current is applied to a coil wrapped ture, and simplicity—the quartz dependent upon the temperature at about a bar magnet, an elongation crystal (SiO,) is one of the most which the crystal is operating. or shortening of the bar magnet desirable of all types that may be The piezoelectric effect is used will take place. The changes of chosen for ultrasonic work. As was to produce ultrasonic frequencies length so produced are compara- mentioned, a crystal which lacks from 10 keps to well within the tively small. The relative changes symmetry about a polar axis must megacycle range. of length being of the order of one be used. A polar axis or direction in part in a million, or dL/L is of the crystallography is defined as an MAGNETOSTRICTION order of 10 to 10°, where L is the imagined direction in the crystal, 
length of the magnetic rod. When the two ends of which are not If a rod or tube of ferromagnetic this effect is applied to a rod and equivalent—that is to say, cannot material is brought into a magnetic employed as a transducer, ultra- be interchanged. The quartz crys- field parallel to its length, a change sonic sound waves can be effec- tal as shown shows the polar axis in the length of the rod or tube is tively produced up to 60 keps. X,, X., X,, and the symmetrical produced. This is the basis of the . | axis Z (the Z axis is not a polar phenomenon known as magneto- The magnetostrictive effect is ob- axis). If the crystal is rotated 180? striction, or as the Joule effect, served both in pure ferromagnetic- about any of the X axes an identi- after its discoverer. nickel, cobalt, iron, and in alloys of cal face will not appear. ; det a nickel with ferromagnetic and non- The effect of magnetostriction is ferromagnetic materials. Magneto- The greatest physical distortion generally produced by the trans- strictive properties are most takes place along these polar axes formation of an alternating electric sharply pronounced in an alloy of when an electrical voltage is ap- current. This may be most easily iron and cobalt (Permendure) ‘and plied. It is therefore logical to cut explained by recalling a simple in pure nickel and its alloys, e.g., from the quartz crystal a plate or physics experiment. If a bar mag- with iron (Invar, Permalloys), rod which has its axes parallel and net is passed through a wire coil, where an elongation of approxi- normal to one of these polar axes. an electric current will be pro- mately 30 parts in a million will be 

To produce the greatest amount duced in that coil. By exinepO le produced. To amplify this effect 5a oe ae tion, then, let a bar magnet be over a large square inch area it is of distortion in the crystal it is ‘ ; ‘ ‘ = . 8e square inch area it is ° 3 : moved’ in a coil by applying tensil desirable to go to laminated 
necessary to vibrate the crystal at , rassive load he bar ) g atec : . ee or compressive load to the bar assemblies. one of its normal frequencies magnet. Upon compression or 
which then will produce a resonant elongation of the bar magnet, no To obtain the maximum elonga- amplification. matter how small, a current will be _ tion the frequency input to the rod The crystal after being cut from produced in the coil. If the bar is must correspond to the natural fre- the mother crystal may be shaped vibrated by this means, a voltage quency of the material which will to form convergent, divergent, or will be produced in the coil with then cause a resonant amplifica- straight sound waves, depending an amplitude proportional to the tion. The temperature of the metal, upon their ultimate uses. elongation or compression, and for maximum elongation, must also 

be maintained at reasonable tem- 
peratures, (e.g., below 100° C), 
This is generally accomplished by 
water cooling. Zz zx 

MECHANICAL 
AT y Galton Whistle 
LTT With the so called Galton Ye IN e+ | Whistle, it is possible to obtain 4 \ aml ultrasonic oscillations with frequen- V Tf x, , cies up to 100 keps. The operating KS 

principles of the whistle is the fol- x, = Se ai lowing. A stream of air, directed nm Z KZ through a narrow annular slit, im- (\ i) x3 
pinges on the sharp edges of a YY 
cylindrical tube (resonator) and \ 
gives rise to acoustic oscillations { q with a frequency equal to the natu- 
ral frequency of the resonator, By 
varying the length of the resonator a b it is possible in such a way to 
change the frequency of the gener- (a) Quartz crystal. (b) cutting of quartz plates and rods from a crystal. ated oscillations. 
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Gas-Jet Generator ULTRASONIC APPLICATIONS stantaneous burst of energy in the 

In the gas-jet_ generator the Cleaning form of heat which may reach tem- 

source of ultrasonic oscillations is a Ultrasonic cleaning is thought to peratures of several thousand de- 

periodically variable pressure along be due to a combination of cavita- grees Fahrenheit, accompanied by 

the jet of out Howing gas. With a tion and acceleration of the clean- pressures of even greater magni- 

hydrogen blast in gas-jet genera- ing fluid—generally a water-deter- tude. This instantancous release of 

tors, oscillations can be obtained gent solution trichlorethylene or energy produces a powerful scrub- 

with frequencies up to 500 keps, Stoddard solvents — bing action which pulls soil par- 

and in the 10-20 keps range, sound ‘An ultrasonic ‘leaning unit is ticles from the part being cleaned. 

is obtained with a power as high as composed of three components The particle displacement, 

150 watts. There is a generator BF THOtor caused by the sound waves for a 

SIREN. A siren basically consists altenator, transducer—in this case given amount of power, is inversely 

of a source of air such as a com- it is a piezoelectric crystal—and a proportional to frequency and is 

pressor, a ported stator, and a rotor cleaning tank. The generator pro- much larger at low frequencies 

which interrupts the air through duces A-C electrical energy. The than at high frequencies because 

the parts. A rotor driven motor of transducer, coupled to the genera- the WEYe. length of sound in 

Y to 1 hp. at 133 rps will drive a tor by a co-axial conductor, con- ony medium, such as a_ liquid, 

unit producing 300 to 1,200 watts verts the electrical impulses into is inversely proportional to the 

at from 3 to 30 keps. An air supply high frequency sound waves which, frequency. 

of about 60 ft®/min is required and in most cases, are above human . 

is led to the ports by baflles giving hearing and extend into the mega- The cleanness (cleanness is pre- 

equal distribution. At the high fre- cycle range. ferred em ie pe a 

quency end the ports radiate well, ” Pina stat Siese alawa , cleaning work) of Close olerance 

but at the low-frequency a horn liquid when te m the parts; 1 the past few years has 

may bevadded. ww gh frequency soune been of growing concern, but a 

Vi : : waves are transmitted through it method of handling delicate parts 

a au an he arene of two at- causing an alternating compression which require a very high deuce 

mospheres, the acoustic power gen- and expansi f the medi f 

erated by the siren attains 2.000 the expansion Sar ae te cusle c aleaoress prods! the dening 

watts. To visualize such power, a which corresponds to a slight nega. ae a est at Ne ae ’ yh at on 

wad of cotton, when placed in the tive pressure alternating about the pertoc (ee oak oe ore) had been 

acoustic field of such a siren, will ambient conditions, microscopic more or less a laboratory toy. 

burn up my a seconds, while a bubbles are formed. Since most Ultrasonic cleaning has ranged 

steel rod will become red hot after liquids are inelastic and have no in use from cleaning miniature 

one minute, tensile strength, negative pressures bearings to the decontamination of 

With these four basic means of cannot be sustained, and when the radioactive exposed materials, and 

propagating ultrasonic sound waves alternating pressure goes into the it appears as if the uses of ultra- 

in mind, let us now turn to see how compression half of its cycle, it sonics as a cleaning aid are almost 

they can be applied to industrial causes an implosion of these micro- unlimited. 

uses. scopic bubbles which release an in- 

METAL DRILLING 

The primary importance of ultra- 

A 
sonic metal drilling is its ability to 

5 WATER BATH |TANK YY cut such materials as tungsten car- 

lA 
p bide, hardened tool steels, and 

6 
| ceramics quickly and easily. It in- 

7 
lA volves very low stresses and no lo- 

p 
s cal heating. As a result there is no 

| 
thermal cracking, pitting, or burnt 

lA CS CRYSTAL 6 solor left on the work surfaces. 

pi 
| Ultrasonic drilling also facilitates a 

PF ZZ ZZ freedom in design when employing 

ae << ZZ ZI these materials. Soft materials like 

| Y Yl if plastic and lead, on the other hand, 

AIR N are not suited for machining by 

is YW "4, Y | ore this process because they tend to 

absorb the abrasive particles rather 

| y == y Ny than chip under their impact. 

4 <n | Metal cutting with ultrasonics is 

_ 
accomplished by vibrating a soft 

=“ ~ tool at high frequencies and low 

CONTACT FO CRYSTAL amplitudes against a_work-piece 

while a mixture of finely di- 

An ultrasonic cleaning tank. (Continued on page 38) 
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ALABASTER STATUETTE — SUMERIAN, THE. METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, ROGERS FUND, 1950, 
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He was a great scientist in his day 

This Sumerian was minding ourbusi- is a major reason TB deaths de- To take a big sting out of life, Olin is ness five thousand years ago. creased 60% in the last eight years. developing a high speed cartridge that Like Olin, he specialized in chemi- Olin’s ammonium phosphate fertiliz. enables medicine to be injected without cals andmetals. Hesmeltedcopperand er (Ammo-Phos®) makes it possible for the use of hypodermics. tin to make bronze. He made an iron farmers to grow more food than ever But none of these advances could axle, put it between two wheels, and off before. have been made without our scientists. he went. And to prevent the tremendous Every division of Olin seeks the cre- Men have always been trying to find waste in food spoilage, we’reworkingon —_ ative, scientific mind for the answers to the answers to important problems.To- _ an antibiotic-coated plastic wrapping. the research problems of our day. If this day, Olin is at it, harder than ever, @ is the kind of work that interests you, Our pioneering research in liquid oy ak call Olin or write to M. H. Jacoby, Col- chlorine helped eradicate typhoid and az ] lege Relations Officer, Olin Mathieson other water-borne diseases. Chemical Corporation, 460 Park Ave- : + ” Our anti-tubercular drug, NYDRAZID® “An Equal Opportunity Employer nue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL The new radiation source is de- radiated are characteristic of the 

LIGHT BEAM signed for an input power of 50 gas used. 

The world’s most powerful con- kilowatts. At this input power, the Possible uses of the new light 

tinuous beam of light, and also the beam will ‘concentrate about 15 source include simulation of re- 

hottest, has recently been devel- kilowatts of radiant energy’ on. @ entry heating, high-intensity search- 

oped, In two or three seconds it Spot half an inch in diameter. ; lights, laser pumping, arc imaging 

can burn through a piece of steel During operation, an inert gas furnaces for melting metals and 

as thick as an automobile fender. flows continuously through the de- ceramics, solar simulation, cata- 

Unusual features of the new light vice, entering near the window and lyzing, chemical reactions, weld- 
sOurGe APS leaving as a plasma jet through a ing, image projection, airport 

: hole in the anode. The gas flow _j}jumination, and advanced military 
_ 1) Its radiant energy comes stabilizes the are and also flushes application _— ary 

from a high-pressure plasma jet, out vapors to prevent mirror con- appuee S- 

hotter by far than the surface of tamination. Both cathode and an- 

the sun, ode are water cooled. The cathode NEW DATING TECHNIQUE 

2) The jet is sealed inside a is made of tungsten and the anode The tiny atom, like the lumber- 

stainless steel vessel designed to either of copper or tungsten. Both ing dinosaur, has left permanent 

operate at pressures up to 600 electrodes can be adjusted for start- “fossil” tracks in the earth’s rocks. 

pounds per square inch—40 times ing and for regulating the length Overlooked by scientists until now, 

the pressure of the atmosphere at and position of the are. the newly-discovered atomic tracks 

sea level. The output of the radiation found by General Electric scientists 

3) One-half of the pressure ves- source is intense in the visible light hold a key to the age of the min- 

sel is a deep elliptically shaped spectrum and very rich in the ultra- erals in which they are preserved. 

mirror that collects about three- violet region. Temperature and The atomic tracks were discov- 

fourths of the are’s radiation and emissivity of the plasma arc are ered in a piece of mica, a mineral 

beams it out through a quartz lens- controlled by varying the are found in rocks throughout the 

window set into the other half. power and the chamber pressure. world. Minerals, including mica, 

Conventional light sources, such as Radiation wave length decreases as contain a trace of uranium, a radio- 

those used in automobile headlights arc temperature increases, and active element. The atoms of ura- 

and searchlights, use a parabolic- spectral line widths increase with nium are unstable and decay at a 

type mirror. Such a system seldom chamber pressure. Any inert gas known rate into atoms of elements 

collects more than one-half of the or mixture of inert gases can be that are not radioactive. Ever since 

generated light. used, and the spectral distributions the minerals solidified from molten 
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material, this clock has been tick- electrons released from a tungsten product from welded tubing is lim- ing away. Some of the uranium filament to 90 percent of the speed ited to clearly defined areas. Both atoms decay by undergoing fission, of light. (The wave length of these seamless and welded tubes have splitting spontaneously into two accelerated electrons is about special areas of interest. There is fragments of approximately equal 200,000 times shorter than that of relatively little overlap. The prime size. As the fission fragments move light. ) new markets for seamless tubing away, they leave a trail. This dam- a . are those where mechanical appli- aged region, about 0.0005 inch These high-speed electrons are cations are currently filled by bar long by a few atoms in diameter, focused by magnetic and electric stock, forgings and non-ferrous constitutes a permanent “fossil” rec- lenses, and beamed onto a material products. ord of each tick of the atomic clock. specimen under study. The elec- At first the tracks could only be trons are diffracted as they pass Further Growth Predicted 
seen with an electron microscope. through the material’s atomic struc- As evidence of the industry's However, it was discovered that ture, and the atomic arrangement _ present strong position, 654,000 by dipping the sample in hydro- of the material is determined from tons of seamless specialty tubing fluoric acid the tracks could be en- the patterns produced on a fluores- were shipped last year—almost 50 larged enough to be seen even cent ‘screen: OF photographic film. per cent more than the tonnage of through a low-power optical Structural materials for space ve- welded tubing reported. microscope. hicles and nuclear reactors will be Today tolerances are approxi- 

the first specimens to go under the mately half what they were 20 
eye of this new test instrument. years ago and that tubing lengths j 

have been increased substantially : é 
in the same period. 

% PRODUCERS PREDICT NEW APPLI- Sizes and other dimensional cri- i : CATIONS FOR SEAMLESS teria have also kept pace with the ‘ TUBING , > = tye | / | Ce . industry’s progress. Seamless tub- ” New applications for seamless ing is now available in OD sizes a ~ os specialty tubing, ranging from the ranging from 0.005 to 14 in. and 
a Sie underwater search for oil to space with wall thickness from 0.0015 to ae 2 ey exploration, were predicted at a 3 in. Round, square, rectangular ae Mey seminar staged here recently by and special shape tubing also gen- : i - the American Iron and Steel erally available today. 

< oO oe Institute. The fact that seamless tubing ey ; The industry is meeting competi- can be internally or externally | tion from bar stock, forgings and a splined, tapered, expanded, * ; ; : variety of non-ferrous products by cupped, swaged, flanged, coiled : — improved technology and_ active and subjected to any other fabri- 
. - exploration of new, previously, un- cating technique further extends 

New technique for se See tapped application areas. the material’s versatility. sil” particle tracks stsdiiced in inert Competition to the 75-year-old (Continued on page 32) 
by uranium atoms which underwent 
natural fission. This extreme close-up 
—magnified imes—shows burs = a re I mC a 
of IOP’ bate vedas ee span y BK ORE CRESTS xl Wd _ a 4 S er ONE of uranium in sample of mica, a % en s ae nee BANG CX NY common mineral. Individual tracks in ie) Dror tem Aa gn ane De : We ran er Kent hy background were produced by fission x '@: C en Sw. CON ao 6 Oa) ON fragments from single uranium atoms. By ros » O(a ) koe os % ys G yee sy oes 

rs XG {OSE AG QJ Ne CS '@ S27" A BO rey 17 FOZ Cort; ba) OREN HH Ox ..~ PoeNe Sid S(C) DAD es NCS 6:85 eel NEW ELECTRONIC EYE FOR st 4/ Axe w OXO= AES Biel RESEARCH meine Nels oF (6) gis @ Er te RD Ne <@ i ENG , Pitot: Scientists are getting a better Y, e See A a need OO CUOIA O) PRs) ORO look at the atomic makeup of mat- x acer CINE AX 4 i Orcas oy Ree ter with the help of a new electron Dray Seale Se, ro pike cle A CEG =4@ diffraction camera. Some two to WK pA @ ike AE xo> OX TSG oi eee ea five times more powerful than the SOE a ee) paosg K@ NO S 2! eG '@: Ox: usual electron diffraction camera, oOo < BS " NOY ee ‘Sn vRe the new instrument will provide ate Oh TCOA)S NG xX oe War, more detailed pictures and brighter Ure XO. Ye "4 \o OO ala oh BOE images, and will make possible the ig ie) ( ie On } G26 “6 on je fOY IWCz yas study of thinner surface films and a rat ani SES ee C0 4a eae eye REDRESS thicker transmission specimens. Di Ora e) re) ANN Ara Arin)s ver AE Sw. 
‘ 2 s this “lacew in steel” beautifully illustrates, seamless steel mechanical An extra-high voltage—250,000 tubing ne ina el ioe variety of "ieee and shapes, and it is used in an volts produced with an electrostatic amazing variety of jobs from hypodermic needles to bulldozer parts. Seamless means generator—is used to accelerate strength, dependability, and versatility. 
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This versatility, which assures a Flexion of Wings Thin Shell Structures 

virtual custom-tailoring in seamless . . . . 

tubing, plus freedom from seams, Flexion begins with the relaxing (Continued from page 24) 

make seamless the most desirable of the extension muscles which i . 

structural element material with allow each wing to turn a little hardens. This method is well 

the highest strength-to-weight ra- posteriorly. This causes a buckling on eae the shell, edge beams 

tio of any tubular metal product. or convex fold at the base of the and stiffening beams. It requires 

| The same qualities offer the utmost mediocubital field along the line of vad, es abutments since the 

in critical reliability in applications the plica basalis which is between thee 5 ee TEES (Ake fastened to 

involving high temperatures and the WO. medial plates. At the Same t 7 © Or being Bue mito Sensors 

pressure where  failproof systems time, the third axillary sclerite re- _Post tensioning, ‘can Tes mse ie 

are required. . volves upward on its basal articu- bind these components together 
lations. The axillary or flexor after they have once hardened. 

Seamless tubing has often proved muscle then upon contraction con- Generally the wires used in the 

to be the most economical material tinues this revolution of the sclerite, post-tensioning process are cither 

from which to make cylindrical turning it dorsally and mesolly un- pacteated from the concrete by 

mechanical parts. While seamless til it is completely inverted and re- casting holes in the members being 

costs. more per pound than bar versed in position. This movement stressed, or by providing some 

stock or forgings, its use eliminates also brings with it the vannal kind of continuous sheath which 

most machining and_ fabricating area which is lifted and carried also separates the wires from the 

and substantially reduces overall horizontally against the back while concrete. In any case, heavy jacks 

per-piece costs of the finished indirectly turning the remigial re- are employed to apply the tension 

product. gion posteriorly on the articulation force needed, after which the wires 

of the subcostal and radial veins are crimped into a permanent 

These advantages broaden hori- with the first and second axillaries stress. Whether used singly or in 

zons for process and product engi- producing a convex fold along the combination, both pre-tensioning 

neers in many fields. Seamless tub- plica basalis at the base of the and post-tensioning greatly in- 

ing is a tailored product without mediocubital field. crease the supporting strength of 

limitations in scope and can be the final structure. 

produced in any materials, grades, As the posterior edge of the flex- 

conditions, shapes or properties ing wing comes against the side of Formwork Used 

needed by any industry. the insect, the jugal lobe is de- Just as in any concrete structure, 

flected and folded beneath the formwork must also be used in 

Other Technical Advances vannus. thin shell construction to provide a 

Other major technical advances ben ahs ta ms hich is a a cal advances, . . x ig > ich is us 

include the development of practi- Extension of Wings this process. Many uaa and 

cal methods for producing seamless In the extension of the wings, the engineers alike feel that the cor- 

tubing from almost every analysis, flexion process is reversed. The rect installation of shuttering is the 

including. stainless and high-alloy flexor muscles must relax and most important single aspect of 

steels and the newer more exotic either the contraction of the basalar thin shell construction and often 

eae ee ae tiginé muscles at the costa area of the the most expentive 
proved in recent years. Specialty ae a the or, a a the _ There are naturally many other 

seamless tubing is now available in produced. buckling oF ne situations also where formwork is 

“a virtually unlimited variety of | °°" be flattened out in a horizontal needed, such as when casting 

heat-treat_ conditions.” Surface fin- plane by the contraction of the beams or deck membranes, all of 

ishes to mect a variety of ap- subalar muscles at the second axil- which require different procedures. 

plications are also possible today lary causing the whole axillary Wood, steel and even fiberglass 

through many newly developed area to spread out the wing in an can be used in making the form- 

fabricating operations. extended position. work. On large jobs these forms 

————_—-—. It might be added that with the can re ee nD place to 
seis hoes 1 d sub- another a ter the initially poured 

Fight Systm maui of estan suber een in 
het Vena © a. . formwork costs. 

(Continued from page 20) nary joint midway within the wing 

causing the wing to fold in an even FUTURE OF THIN SHELL 

June beetle, (redrawn from Prin more complex fashion during the STRUCTURES 

ciples of Insect Morphology by flexing process. Modification in the Up until recently there was not 

Snodgrass ) radial and medial veins has also very much thin shell construction 

Since I did not use any live entiemeitiad ABE TNS, a the United States; instead, 

specimens of Phyllophaga rugosa, This completes the flight system ELL hen = aie as a“ this 

I cannot tell you exactly what lies of Phyllophaga rugosa. A lot yet be “ I oe un oe . nays 

behind the flexion of the wings, but remains to be answered, but this here becoming, more “plominent 

the following is a brief observation gives an insight as to just how com- rere 

from Snodgrass as to the process. plex this system is. (Continued on page 37) 
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WHERE’S GARRE ae 

EVERYWHERE! Here are a few of the ways U.S. defense and space progress are being helped 

by Garrett-AiResearch: IN SPACE—Environmental control systems; auxiliary power systems; advanced 

space power systems; research in life sciences. JN THE AIR— Pressurization and air conditioning 

for most of our aircraft; prime power for small aircraft; central air data systems; heat transfer equipment 

and hundreds of components. OW LAND—Auxiliary power systems for ground support of 

aircraft and missiles; standard generator sets; cryogenic systems; ground support instrumentation and controls. 

ON THE SEA— Auxiliary, pneumatic and electrical power for ships; auxiliary power systems 

and air conditioning for hydrofoil craft. UNDER THE SEA—Environmental systems for submarines 

and deep diving research vehicles; pressurization systems, computers 

and control systems for submarines and underwater missiles. 

For further information about many interesting project areas and career 

opportunities at The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley at 

9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles. Garrettisan equalopportunity employer. / 

THE FUTURE IS BUILDING NOW AT 

* 
Los Angeles - Phoenix . 
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% a. 

aot _ Miss December 

2a MARTHA FOLLSTAD 
ER ge \ ae ae 

opus’ i Due to the popular demand of the 
pee o a : eR ‘4 I : boys from Kronshage Hall, Martha , cn 2o™s* . | 2 Be ie aay IN sa ( > as § Ca | was chosen as our girl of the Month ee a es & 

BE eee a ee a Martha, our five foot two blonde 
from Ross House, Cole Hall, is a 
native of Rhinelander, Wisconsin’s ‘ 

iy : skiing center. 
a” 
iG i a Pledging Pi Beta Phi, majoring in BEM a of 

a # a i * ee “* English, and enjoying winter sports 
‘Ss 0) all find an interest in Martha. ; 

: <a | 
"\hamall eee: Fey 

Paes oe Sa 
7 Ba Eg 3 Oe SN 

fie oA SSA itt ee 
ih we” yy a 4 OSE SNA ey rat Mesh S eh 

( AG A= i eee 
\ be Ped w oer” ‘aos Le ‘ ws me ay af oe ypmer y) + @ 0 { ae fe J a LA _—— . , { Te y) ee tet 5 oe Be ” NA we he ye ed ae oe fi ; wWw ae S. o : og 

i ‘ : : a, ee 
Pra S VE Ls ENG eee ae a ~— F ec 2 + nee ga ae te el corpo ecu Sl 1 (poe i, <= Gar yee a ee | 2 | c es stl co i ' Sy oe Y a ie, gee = Fy oe i *h veal Ura a it : Pi 
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hae pe pee Ngo a see hee Dee hese Nae Ne Nee gee se gee he he hae he he Ne se Dee be eee De hye Dae hae be he ee ee Bee Ngee Nee Dee heh ee De 
ee Ri PRS FR RR RL Pa RF sh BGS a GRE GRE ke GRE TGR A GRE ARR STNG PARSE TGR Ba ae Ig Fe gaa Be he Ra Bhs ae I Mae Fa si 

“4 ENS 
My on 

My ie 
SC 2 

ye BR 

a The Might Before _ (Vaca ion) a 
ay ‘ BS 
NG < 
Se DAVE BEAR zs 

“4 aR 
Me , . : a Ge Twas the night before vacation is 
i And all through the nation, a 
Re Not a creature was stirring ’cept me. ie 
ae 3 3 a 
Ny My roommates were nestled all snug in their beds ie 
We While visions of frolic danced through their heads. i 
8 Dressed in my nightshirt, I turned on the lamp “ 
Ve To see how the box would slide down the ramp. Fe 
4 3 

ny For hours I struggled with equations of statics AS 
A Which could not be solved by simple mathematics. aS 
Ase When somewhere above me there arose such a clatter ier 

f I sprang from my chair to see what was the matter. AS 

; I threw back the curtains and opened the window. Bi 
f But couldn’t see a thing. a8 
' The moon shimmered off on the new-fallen snow, an 

B Giving eerie shadows to objects below. IS 

& I returned to my chair start summing up forces. us 
f And cursed the department for requiring such courses. BS 
; And what to my sleep-drowsed eyes should appear, He 
; But a fat little man that smelled like reindeer. a 

¥ He was dressed all in red from his head to his toes, ie 
y And stood two inches high from his feet to his nose. "ls 
4 Needless to say, I was startled a bit, us 
: Though I knew long ago, it was past time to quit. Rs 
i os 
f He said not a word, but went straight to my work, as 

I could tell no one, Jest they think me berserk. Ae 
! He was dwarfed by my pencil, but he used it with ease, AR 
i And sailed through my problem like it was a breeze. AR 

i Then he turned and he laughed like a jolly old elf, Es 
g And I nodded and smiled in spite of myself. ae 

a I regained my composure and showed him each problem. 
Me With my pencil and slide rule, he showed how to solve them. HR 

f 5 : : ae 
Ed He explained each point fully, and worked them so quick, ES 

! I hardly suspected that this was St. Nick. fe 
e Soon he had finished and was ready to go, us 

if I had almost forgotten how he’d startled me so. ahs 
8 

S He whistled his reindeer to come inside. as 
I And through the window they flew, I had left it open wide. 6 5 : : i . BR 

ah He jumped in his sleigh and drove into the night, AS 
4 And with the speed of a comet, he was soon out of sight. a 

p I looked at the place on my desk where he’d been Es 
a And gazed at my papers again and again. Es 
p Santa indeed is a great engineer, FS 
2 For who else could develop the flying reindeer. AS 

@ Reprinted from the U.P. Engineer a 

g Bk 
By 

¢ Be 
sia ai sia aaa a isis tala alia iis tail i ia aa BB ORL ewe 
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Thin Shell Structures Future of Thin Shells Abroad Gooding, P. H. T., Proceedings of a 
. . . Symposium on Concrete Shell Roof 

(Continued from page 32) As mentioned previously, thin Construction, Cement and Concrete 
shells are already quite common in Association. Future of Thin Shells in the Europe where material costs are Se a Luigi, Structures, F. W. 

rian generally higher priced than labor fransactions Ameren Society of Civil At an October, 1963 World’s costs. There is likewise an in- Engineers, p.p. 1017-1044 (1958). Conference on Shell Structures in creased tendency in such countries 
San Francisco where more than as Africa, where the same labor 
700 engineers, architects and build- situation exists, to construct new 
ers assemboled from all over the buildings with shell roofs that have 
globe, it was predicted that an ex- such features as “north lights” to a 
panding worldwide bull market for _give artificial light without letting _ a thin shells was in the making. the intense heat of the sun shine a ie , ; ; : into the building. \ to 1! The United States, being a tech- a bo a nologically advanced nation, will A Bright Future Seen oo 
probably surge ahead in this field It s ; obable. _—_ Ff since the design of shell structures f seems very probable, then, onions : is now as easy for the expert engi- that thin shells will assume an in- ae A, 
neer as any other kind of structure creased role in the worldwide con- = oy 
The increased knowledge of digital struction field due to their low ma- 
computers has greatly reduced the terial costs and aesthetic value. As a 
previously burdensome stress cal- nee be be re PIGhe ae pas 
culations and now make the thin nically ai aa » shells will i i 
shell more competitive in the con- oc: tone building « meee or am struct) “ . se 8s Ane single story building construction. ae . struction field. Also, there is usu- 8 y 8 Dallas, a senior in civil engineer- ally an increase in the aesthetic BIBLIOGRAPHY ing at the University of Wisconsin, value of a building which is roofed Engineering Digest, March 1963, pp is interested in structural engineer- with a shell such as a hyperbolic "Ad 46. Cae NE oy PP ing design. His outside activities paraboloid or barrel vault as com- Engineering News Record, October 11, include the ASCE, Chi Epsilon, pared to an ordinary flat roof. 1963, p.p. 19-20. and Tau Beta Pi. 

fem CIVIL ENGINEERS: Ges = 
x) a9 Prepare for your future in highway 

JX S77 mf engineering — get the facts about new 
{See 7 4) =6DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement 
fs f i rf 7/4 oo : Modern pavement engineering has taken a “giant step Ay i {ay y forward” with DeEp-StrencTu Asphalt construction for new 

ne ot ag F/ ee go roads and streets. There is a growing need for engineers 
oo@ a x A with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt —f ies AY ar 1 technology and pavement construction as new Inter- — ee | ie state and other superhighways in all parts of the Sy ln so perhig I —— ball as 6s country are being built with advanced design 

‘ons ei Ps Derep-StreNGTH Asphalt pavement. , " UP TCH ST ME een . . . . “ i oe Si re Your contribution—and reward—in our nation’s 
Ad 4 vast road-building program can depend on your 

7 > % L knowledge of modern Asphalt technology. So 
. y . Y prepare for your future now. Write us today 

J roe “ . THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, cottege park, Maryland 
4 : *< ~ Pestle moe oe 

cm E , ce THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Md. | 
i Ly ‘ ye” ! Gentlemen: Please send me your free student | 
‘ - cerns tne ala ii \ library on Asphalt Construction and Technology. | = gare pita maaan — See lay, | ! nae Cu pn ee. hs ee | NAME. CLASS | 

a Ey a ul | cry, state—______ | 

be Gs a. Lee 
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Ultrasonics tudes produce large accelerations The siren, operating at optimum 

of the abrasive particles and facili- frequencies for coagulation (10- 

(Continued from page 28) tate the flow of the abrasive. Other 20 keps), causes the small dust 

vided abrasive grit and water factors which determine the cut- particles to collide with each other 

continually pass between the ting rate include type and size of forming a larger mass which may 

tool and the work-piece. The ultra- abrasive and the physical proper- then be filtered by ordinary means. 

sonic vibration is produced by ties of the material being worked. That is, the ultrasonic sound itself 

magnetostriction. As a general rule, cutting rates de- does not do the filtering but merely 

a . oo . crease with the toughness of the increases the particle size. But de- 

The tool is made of soft material, material. spite the fact that ultrasonics 

and it must be made the exact The actual metal cutting is done —_ mainly leads only to the enlarge- 

counter part of the finished surface solely by the abrasive grit. As was ment of the particles with the sub- 

that is required. But the tool, being mentioned, large amplitudes pro- sequent necessity for settling a 

soft, is relatively easy to produce duce large accelerations. By New- _ large mass of these in ordinary 

with standard equipment—even mn ton’s law, F = MA, it may be seen filters, the purification of smoke 

complex shapes. If the tool 18; Te* that large forces may be obtained from industrial stacks, especially 

| quired to make a deep cut it is even though the mass particles are, in large cities, is of considerable 

generally advised to employ botha _ in themselves, very small. The strik- importance, and the application 

roughing and finishing tool to pro- ing force of this abrasive grit chips of ultrasonic methods of clean- 

duce a more accurately finished the metal being worked. By choos- ing in this and in a number of 

part. ing the proper grit, frequency, and _ other circumstances has irrefutable 

The dimensions of the cone that fede Ei ioved” high tolerances advantages. 

connects the transducer to the tool can DE achieved: 
are: | te * ‘i 5 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
are important for proper amplifi- REMOVAL OF SMOKE FROM 

cation but need not to be held to INDUSTRIAL STACKS Ultrasonics has many other ap- | 

closer tolerances than +0.001 in, Ultrasonic oscillations have : plications that are just as useful as 

The bond between the tool and uli rene ose a abo. ony a pe- those that have been mentioned. 

cone, however, is critical. In most thy td Pp See able of b th co m Among them are underwater sig- 

instances, the stress at this point a ney. aa din eo ° ale naling, wall thickness measuring, 

will be extremely high so silver ulating, ANG. CISPeTSINg, BELL'S welding, soldering, plating, debur- 
. Sg fine solid particles in gas or air. : : , 
solder is generally used. . . : ring, tool sharpening, and dental 

This fact, along with the improve- a. : 
7 . Se drilling. In time, as the techniques 
The metal removal rate depends ment of the ultrasonic siren, has . 

. : : and advantages of ultrasonics be- 
largely upon the amplitudes of proven to be an excellent team in . 

vibration of the tool. Large impli- filtering industrial smoke stacks come more generally understood, 
‘ » barge mi Ting Indusiria’ s STACKS. no one doubts that ultrasonics will 

become even more useful. 
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TOWARD YOUR ES oy DEGREE 

Dedicated to the principle that in order to be a good Engineer a person must 

know a little bit about everything. In this section expect to find anything 

ranging from the history of Zoroastrianism to how to select a wedding ring. 

“ 

HOUGIH stainless steel shav- 
\) peg "Ts and razor blades are the 

() Zl newest items to enter into the 
aa ; i ~~ 3h a battle of the beard, men of 2500 

ae ry | i ( \( eo B.C. in Cyprus used tweezers to 
~ 6. oN = ) Y remove their whiskers—a_ tedious 
me Ss ane CY operation and not without a little 

= a Yj | fu pain. 
4,8 by) mln iee 7 The hair on your face is four 

; Wrz { ts times as thick as the hair on your 
: a Ht, oC Ne xs head, from 700 to 800 hairs per 

: ' y D6 . We inch. To make shaving even 
. J 6 ; tougher, the whiskers don’t stand 

! ik te mo N up straight. Their angle is from 30 

\ aq BS to 60 degrees, and under the chin 

- » / rote they may be nearly flat. 
a 7, y : If you are average, you will 

Si \ i spend 139 full days during your 

\° af life shaving off a total of 2714 feet 

S eC G of whiskers! All in all, Americans 
‘ : spend five million man-hours every 

Hs. He J . day just shaving. 

oO | BEB," We've used everything from 

s PEP ti. a ‘ . sharpened clam shells to polished 

= OY Ge Css flint to shave with. Even today, 

“ So shark’s teeth are used in Polynesia. 

= one The first barbers, who were also 

surgeons, used stone razors. 

No wonder “ugh” was probably the first syllable ever spoken; Stone Age man The ancient Egyptians invented 

had to resort to clam shell tweezers or sharpened flint “razors” to keep his face a bronze straight razor; many of 

smooth. Some 30,000 years later, “ughs” became obsolete as stainless steel razor 

blades came into vogue. (Continued on page 41) 
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5 
eZ 

\ 
x~ Zs 

ull in your 

Oun Li ’ wn tines 

~ ae a young and_ beautiful Shorties It’s a sure sign that a boy is » bride, . growing up when he starts want- from cati aes, Saplie Two heads md better the Srowing Up arts Me Prom L aMHE Breen: Opples she afk Bot ie deeume ee ” ing to play with dolls! | cried; 3 oe : Within ‘the lamented Cheer up! The more it costs the . 8 8 The apples fermented more trading stamps you get! Is it because Doctor thinks P’'d be 
And made cider inside her inside. Women rule the world by re- lonely 

mote control. Here in his waiting room all by my 
. . ee ; . It’s not hard to tell a wise man—- only, “Doctor,” said the sick man, ' the he thinks that you are intelligent

. 
That whenever he asks me to be other doctors seem to differ from You wonder how the other half here at two you in their diagnosis of the case. lives—whe

n 
you ride in a car with He also asks you, you, you, you “I know,” replied the physician them. and you? 

cheerfully,
 

“but the postmorte
m 

Calory fighters spend too much oo 8 f 
will show that T was right. time fraternizing

 
with the enemy. Staying at the office late to play a oe 8 The thing to do for that ringing poker with his friends, the meek 

——— m your ears is to pay your bills. little man suddenly realized it was 
De-Fun-iti

ons 
The Severest fines are paid by 2 a.m. With a gleam of inspiration,

 
Gymnasium

: 
Limber camp. those exceeding the feed limit. he telephoned

 
his wife and dra- 

Love letter: Noose paper. aoe matically shouted: “Don’t pay the 
Wedding shower: Start of a ransom—lI’

ve 
escaped!” reign. Wife to husband: “I wish you ae & ; 

Photo finish: When she returns had the spunk the governmen
t 

has. % id 7 3» your picture. They certainly don’t let being in “How did the explosion ad th, 
Gossip: One who takes in debt keep them from spending.”

 
ing

en 
empty and the 

rumors. ge & . 
White lie: An attempt to color e 8 @ 

the truth, Give a man enough rope and Moore had occasion to  repri- 
Alimony: War debt. he'll claim he’s tied up at the office. mand his wife. 
Snub: Slight mistake. ew o6 “I think, dear,” he said sooth- 
Diet: Breadth control. ingly, “that you fib a little 

oo 2 Not long ago a business execu- occasional
ly. 

. oo tive passed away and his widow ; She immediat
ely 

became 

Swifties was inconsolabl
e. 

She cried for a a ge hink fe’s d 
sal E A ? “Well, I think it’s a wife’s duty,” Chronic ailments can become week without stopping.

 
Then a ag hi sei i y chronicle. lawyer appeared with a check from Was eee 

. . . the insurance company. She looked Wife’s duty?” he echoed, won- Sudden fame is a short lived at the amount—$7
5,000—sig

hed, 

dering what was coming. 
flame. and with a tear in each eye told “Yes, to speak well of her hus- 

Those looking down at their the attorney, “Believe me, I'd give band occasional
ly,” 

came the reply. 
inferiors have none. $25,000 of this to have him back.” (Continued on page 41) 
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Toward Your B.S. However, Henson’s new razor adjustable injector razor cap- 
had one drawback: he used a small tured 12 per cent of the total 

(Continued from page 39) hollow-ground blade, which had to razor market within three months 
. . be fixed in a separate holder for of its introduction. 

these razors, found in Pharaoh's stropping. King C. Gillette, of Bos- Stainless steel blades are said to 
tombs, have sharp edges even to- ton, found the solution in 1895 give more than double the life of 
day! While iron and steel eventu- when he proposed to mass produce the ordinary carbon steel type, due 
ally replaced bronze in the straight blades of the wafer type so cheaply to stainless’ ability to withstand the 
razor, Men: continued to shave with that they could be thrown away corrosive effects of skin oils and 
substantially the same type of razor when they were no longer sharp. water. A special plastic coating on 
for hundreds of years—with many Gillette started production of his each blade reduces friction and en- 
a nick and scratch along the way. blades in 1901, and in less than ables the highly-sharpened edge to 

It ST until 1762 that anyone got twenty years, the safety razor had move smoothly over your face. 

Tethered UP onoust, to invent a become the predominant tool for Ever wish you didn’t have to 
3 sate. personal shaving. Wafer blades are shave? If you were given the 
Jean-Jacques Perret, a master now made from continuous strips chance to be whisker-less the rest 

cutler in Paris, contracted skin dis- of steel, each weighing 30 pounds of your life, you'd probably pass 
eases from going to the barber's and long enough for 12,000 blades. up the opportunity! According to 

shop and being cut about the face About 1200 tons of steel go into a group of eminent New York City 
—so he sigeriee ‘F idea of ade the making of razor blades each psychologists, a man’s beard is very 

ing a wooden guard to a straight —_year in the Us. important to him symbolically. In 

otedle at is ee ae With the invention of the Schick ee A mane ee men 
: is : +H Dry Shaver by the late Lieutenant : given this hypothetical ques- 
in which only a short section of Colonel b Schick oitizal tion: If a cream were offered for 
the blade projects from the aa cow tocbatinse wine sisoduced to sale at a reasonable price which in 
the grimace Was {00 expensive for the art of shaving, Today, Schick ue applications would f= you 

electric shavers boast cutting heads OF YOUR DEAE TOTEVer $0" tier you 
Safety razors somewhat resem- af sutgical stainless steel, would never need to shave again, 

bling their usual modern form with would you buy it! 
a guarded blade set across the The world’s first stainless steel The response? Practically none 
handle were devised by William S. adjustable injector razor was intro- of the men was interested. One of 
Henson of London in 1847. Ac- duced in mid-1962 by the Ameri- the meager three per cent who did 

cording to his description, Hen- can Safety Razor Company, which show any interest explained, “It 

son’s razor “resembles somewhat 87 years ago produced the first would be O.K., because I’ve got 

the form of the common hoe.” safety razor. One stainless steel hair on my chest.” 

Fill in your Own Lines wae do you spend your Payne galt Bere me fit.” 

(Continued from page 4) Smith: “About 30 per cent for “Fit to play more golf.” 

During a fervent revival service shelter, 30 per cent for clothing, 40 ae 8 

at the local church, a lovely young —_—-PeF_cent for food and 20 per cent Dr. —— was lecturing to his 
lady seated in the balcony became for amusement. , 9:00 o’clock class on the virtues of 

so wrought up with the spirit of Jones: . But that adds up to 120 being awake. 

the occasion that she leaned out per cent. , og “T’ve found that the best way to 

too far over the rail and fell. The Smith, That's right. start a day is to exercise for five 
hem of her dress happened to “ ; minutes after arising, breathe 

catch on the chandelier and she I don’t seem to make any sense deeply, and finish with a cold 
was held suspended in mid-air. Out of this poem. ; shower. Then I feel rosy all over.” 

The thoughtful minister cried You're not supposed to. It’s Just then a sleepy voice was 

out, “Any man who dares look will meant merely to siveryoua feeling heard to mutter from the back of 

be stricken blind!” of emotion. ee it oo at room. “Tell us more about Rosy.” 

And a fellow in a front seat said eS, IUMAKES ME SICK ee 
. «p ‘not 7 

fo fis Briond, Ean igping toudtranae Lizze: “Gus is an awful pest. He ue new watchin at in ob: 
never seems ‘to know ‘when +o servatory was watching a professor 

eae stop.” using the big telescope. Just then 

And as they say in mechanics— Hulda: “That’s strange; I was ®& i il > he said to himself 
“Every couple has its moment!” out riding with him last night and, hi a ie ae ee hot” ? 

he found a dandy place.” that fella sure is a crack shot. 
* * * * * % 

“Does your wife economize?” Cocktail party chatter: “Don’t “O. K., Moses, take out your tab- 
“Oh, yes; we have to do without take another drink, honey. Your let and number from one to ten, 

practically everything I need.” face is getting blurred.” we're going to have a little quiz.” 
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d Consider John Deere were do MM amTCSS CHa cee eT 
0 you OTT UT ae COLT TMT A UPL Ae TSAO TC 

. aspects of industry? 

picture UO UTC Oca SNAG Le COU OTT CYCLO CCS 
the leading manufacturer of equipment for the nation’s farmers. John Deere also pro- 

yourself CCC MEL am Mm UTMOST ETSY SAE UTC MECHEL 

UIT TMCS eS OCCULT ONC UO Sim COM CTCL OT 
tomorrow? SSI UM AN ASIC LL CSR PAT STO SIGS EOLA COSCON 

| . —in capitalization, diversification, and employment. Annual sales total more than a 
UL ULC OLS LO) UCL OA Sy LCOS TLL UO 

aT ccm eS COM ULL A am LL HPI oe BELL SHE] OCCT OL 1S 

; CTC UR UENO STL IO rT LCC TO LOS PCL 

France, Spain, South Africa, Argentina, and Mexico. Sales branches and sales outlets 

LCM CE NCAT LINMOer LCA COAT aR UTM CMA 

ST PLACE LOAM LAST e-LeLeLOCo MR UM ICOOT ECM CCA MOSEL AN SIGNS 

PIMC TOL CO Te 

COUR UML Mmmm NCSC SLCC TL ONTO 

SOMME MR UU Te ec Ce eT CPL Sane 4 
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© Le Delco Means 
4 Challenge to 

_~ ~~ Pn =~ WM Edward G. Whittaker, III received his BS 
y — , . a Io — _ : Degree in Engineering Physics from Colorado 

- 7. 4 University in January of 1963. Shortly there- 
: ~~ : i after he joined the Research and Advanced De- 

ae 2 ( | : velopment Group at Delco as a Physicist. 
SS — ‘7 a _ As Ed puts it, “Believe me, it’s a real chal- 

. ; ag Se | lenge for a guy fresh out of college to, see an 
*: — a a ‘ idea through from the development stage to the 

oe .’ ae ad | finished product. Here at Delco in my work on 
_ — i materials for new semiconductor devices the 
a i _ creative experiences are endless—and the at- 
,. oo = mosphere seems to encourage your best efforts.” 

a co a 3 _ - 4 _ As a college graduate, you too may find excit- 

= fe + ing and challenging opportunities in such pro- 
= A grams as the development of germanium and 

te oc ail f silicon devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, 
% a <— creative packaging of semiconductor products, 
“8G a | development of laboratory equipment, relia- 

of 8 a Q ae ( | ? — bility techniques, and applications and manu- 

a | <= — 2 . facturing engineering. 
a1”) ee no If your interests and qualifications lie in any 
% : = | of these areas, you’re invited to write for our 

; ; ee - d ‘ brochure detailing the opportunities to share 
b>. a : — ] / in forging the future of electronics with this 
7 4 : — ee al a : outstanding Delco-GM team. Watch for Delco 
_ ae ce —— : | interview dates on your campus, or write to 

aD _——— : 4 Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 
, ~ — / : — = s 24 Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, 

7 se —F or, . ‘ os An equal opportunity employer 

solid state sledronis 

ON DeEtco Rapto Division oF GENERAL Motors CoRPORATION 
\ Z vy Kokomo, INDIANA 

¥ 
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By Clifton Fonstad, Jr. EE’65 wy \ Ne 

TS hard to predict how diffi- Jha I~ A =~ 

ee the Mental Maze will be ! S SQ 

each month but just to be safe S< Ss 

—to give more readers courage to EF S 4] —_ Ss SSA 

fight through the maze—let’s start WV J / we 

this month’s maze with a story. Vi) 

When you're working through the 

Mental Maze and everything seems 
to go wrong, remember the saga of 3. Last month’s proof that O = can tell how many steps are visible 
William Shanks. Mr. Shanks, many 1 unfortunately had a flaw in it. at one time.” 

years ago, spent two decades cal- This month we've got a new proof If Jim reported that he took 21 
culating the value of pi. He was so, unless something goes wrong, steps and Art counted 28, how 

doing a fine job and got a value to mathematics has finally been un- _ many steps are visible? 

707 places. Unfortunately, there — masked as a total hoax. You had ANSWERS: Again this month 
was an error discovered after the better look the proof over: you are invited to send your solu- 

528th place. And, you think you've o. tions and comments to me—Clifton 

got all the bad luck. Notice that Fonstad, Jr., % Wisconsin Engi- 

So let’s get started on the first oS) neer, 333 Mechanical Engineering 

puzzle—the first turn in this 2-242 Bldg., Madison, Wisconsin. Copy 

month’s Mental Maze. B2=3+34+3 for this month’s Mental Maze had 

1. To begin with here’s a ques- And to be in before any indication of 

tion to test your numerical reason- o — response was available from the 

ing. Actually the answer isn’t as ne + n+ .. +n (n terms) November issue, but details of a 

hopeless as it seems. The integer Differentiate and we find, possible solution competition will 

844,596,301 is the 5th power of 2ndn = (1 +1+4+..+1)dn be ready in next month’s Maze. 

what number? =ndn Now for last month’s answers: 

aN fov.a: Jewitimefe: puzzle 2=1 1. 4. Instead of using 1 as a unit, 
a Ow s or a egitima e puzz! ie. 6/5 would be the unit 

In view of the many ways money 4, Let's try a quicky. If a cat 2. 4 cows, 31 chickens, 

seems to disappear, money puzzles and a half can kill a rat and a half 3. It was his own portrait. 

should offer few obstacles, so see in a minute and a half, how long A, L tinlestenl yaute ander. 

if you can discover the solution to will it take one cat to kill 60 rats? taking to overthrow my “under- 

the following transaction: taking. 

A friend of mine went to have a 5. Here's a problem that should 5. 1/x dx — 1/x dx = 1 is cor- 

check cashed but evidently the provide a challenge to you. We re- rect but each integral would have 

teller. misread the check for he ceived a report that Tioga Tech. a different constant of integration 

handed out the amount of the dol- (Clark County) installed an esca- connected to it so they can not be 

lars in cents and the amount of lator in their new engineering canceled. 

cents in dollars. When his error building. Some of the students 6. The staff will make it, in fact 

was pointed out he became flus- wanted to know how many steps they could have gone four miles 

tered and made an arithmetic error Were visible at any one time so one _ further. What is involved in the 

so that he gave my friend only one of their professors suggested this solution is a maximum use theory. 

dollar, one dime, and one cent procedure: You want to carry and store no 

more. Still this was incorrect so ae “ more gas than is necessary to reach 

after the teller had calmed down If one of you, say you, Art, the goal. You work backwards and 

he corrected his errors by doubling walk up, count the number of steps calculate steps that (1) leave you 

the amount my friend had already you take from bottom to top. An- just enough gas at each depot for 
received. ‘ ‘ other one of you, say Jim, start the next step, (2) involve as few 

. with Art but walk just half as fast. trips as possible, and (3) leave an 

How big was the check? (There Just watch Art and take one step empty tank when you return to the 

is a unique solution.) every time he takes two. You then original depot of each step. 
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This kind of chemical engineering 

t as easy as it looks 

An outmoded stereotype should not mation ina given area. To your further different personality bent who, early 
scare a good Ch.E. off from a highly amazement you realize it’s true—they in his career, prefers to put down roots 
satisfactory career in marketing. We do badly need to know exactly what in one of the three communities where 
are proud to say that the job calls for you are being paid to tell them and we manufacture—Rochester, N. Y., 
more than a collection of shaggy dog show them. (Willy Loman never had Kingsport, Tenn., Longview, Tex.—we 
stories plus a convincing manner of it so good.) By and by, you may doa need him too. And of course, diversi- 
taking two more strokes than the tour of duty in one of our field sales fied as we are, we also need engineers 
customer on that dogleg 14th hole. offices, or even get into the advertising of other than chemical persuasion, to 

Often a marketing career in our end. As another course, you may settle say nothing of scholarly chemists and 
non-photographic operations starts down into liaison with manufacturers physicists to lay down good, solid 
out much like the traditional concept of equipment that needs to be fed with foundations for all that engineering 
of chemical engineering, except that our plastics, fibers, solvents, chemical and creative salesmanship. 

. te? ‘ intermediates, or fine chemicals. you work on the customers’ production i TeeeS) ‘ 
problems instead of our own. Then We define the chemical marketer as EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY you get to meet a few live customers a chemical engineer who forges the Business and Technical Personnel 
5 _ ox ational links b vhat wi Department, Rochester 4, N. Y. who come to see what you are up to. most rational links between what we 
Maybe you are sent to a trade con- can most efficiently turn out and what 
vention where you meet more than a other companies can most efficiently iK al Jk 
few customers. To your amazement, use. He is a hero of the chemical © d &\ 
they seem to regard you as a foun- industry today. 
tainhead of valuable technical infor- As for the chemical engineer of An equal-opportunity employer



COULD YOU OUT-THINK A COMPETITOR? 

Consider a Career 

in Technical Marketi 
A | t I Q. Mr. Smith, | know engineering plays a role in the design and manufacture 

n n erview of General Electric products, but what place is there for an engineer in 

. h E ’ marketing? 

wit G. . Ss A. For certain exceptionally talented individuals, a career in technical market- 
* ing offers extraordinary opportunity. You learn fast what the real needs of 

J. S. Smith, customers are, under actual industrial conditions. You are brought face-to-face 
. ; with the economic realities of business. You participate in some of the most 

Vice President exciting strategic work in the world: planning how to out-engineer and out-sell 
. ' competitors for a major installation. 

Marketing and Q. Sounds exciting. But I’ve worked hard for my technical degree. I’m worried 
‘ ‘ that if | go into marketing, | won’t use it. 

Public Relations A. Don’t worry—you’ll use all the engineering you’ve learned, and you'll go 
on learning for the rest of your life. In fact, you’ll have to. You see, the basic 
purpose of business is to sense changing customer needs, and then marshal 

FS em resources to meet them profitably. That means that you must learn to know 
4 ny each customer’s operations and needs almost as well as he understands them 

q : himself. And with competitors trying their best to outdo you, believe me— 
. every bit of knowledge and skill you’ve got will be called into play. 

" eC oy Q. Is that why you said you wanted “exceptionally talented people’’? 

. ~- ] A. Technical marketing is not everybody’s dish of tea. It takes great personal 
drive and energy, and a talent for managing the work of others in concert with 

™ if your own. It takes flexibility ... imagination . . . ingenuity .. . quick reflexes 
| . . . leadership qualities. If you’re nervous with people or upset by quick- 

changing situations, I don’t think technical marketing’s for you. But if you are 
excited by competition, like to help others solve technical problems, and enjoy 
seeing your technical work put to the test of real operation—then you may be 
one of the ambitious men we’re looking for. 

Q. Now what, actually, does a man do in technical marketing? 

Mi, Sriith ise ember of General A. Let me describe a typical situation in General Electric. A field sales 
Electric's: Executive: :Office: and. is engineer is in regular contact with his customers. Let’s say one of them makes 
in charge of Marketing and Public an inquiry, or the sales engineer senses that the time is right for a proposition. 
Relations Services. Activities report- With his field application engineer, he determines the basic equipment needed. 
ing to Mr. Smith include marketing Then he contacts the marketing sales specialist in the G-E department that 
consultation, sales and distribution, manufactures that equipment. The sales specialist, working closely with his 
marketing research, marketing per- department’s product engineers, specifies an exact design—realistic in function 
sonnel development, and public rela- and cost. Then the sales engineer and his s ing tee ake tl tions as well as General Electric's a - the > sales engineer and his supporting team uy to make the 
participation in the forthcoming sale, changing and improving the proposition as they get cues from the competl- 

New York World’s Fair. In his tive situation. If the sale is made—a very satisfying moment—then the installa- 
career with the Company, he has tion and service engineers install the equipment and are responsible for its 
had a wide variety of assignments operation and repair. With the exception of the product design engineers, all 
in finance, relations, and marketing, these people are in technical marketing. Exciting work, all of it. 
and was General Manager of the 
Company’s Outdoor Lighting De- Q. In college we learn engineering theory. How do we get the sales and busi- 

partment prior to his present ap- ness knowledge you mentioned? 
pointment in 1961. . . 

A. At General Electric, a solid, well tested program of educational courses will 
i Sil quickly advance both your engineering knowledge and your sales capacities. 

For more information on a But perhaps even more important, you'll be assigned to work with some of the 

career in Technical Marketing, crack sales engineers and application and installation men in the world, and 
write General Electric Company, that’s no exaggeration. A man grows fast when he’s on the sales firing line. As 
Section 699-08, Schenectady, a FORTUNE writer once put it, the industrial sales engineer needs “that prime 

| New York 12305. | combination of technical savvy, tactical agility, and unruffled persuasiveness.” 
_ | Have you got what it takes? 699-08 

Progress ls Our Most Important Product
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